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The price of sugar in New York has advanced to 51 for Cuban
centrifugals of 96 c1eg. ']'his is on account of the short Cuban
and beet crops. 'rhAre is every prospect that the price will
again advance, for the same cause, to six cents and over.

---0---

Governor Warmoth obtained by the diffusion process 236
pounds of sugar pel' ton of cane, the largest outcome yet re
ported. It is thought that Lahaina cane will yield a much
larger return, by the same process. .

---0--
Mr. Quintin Hogg, of London, owner of several sugar estates

in Demarara, has given instructions to the manufacturers, to
furnish two diffusion plants for two of his Demarara estates,
having become satisfied that cane sugar can be llmnufactured
by this process as readily as beets.

---0---
European advices shLte that there has been a large falling off

in the beet sugar crop from the estimates made by Licht, which
appear to have been placed too high. The Cuban crop is also
fully one hundred thousand tOllS less than the crop estimates,
chiefly the result of the hurricanes in July and August last.

---0---
We are indebted to Mr. J. B. Wilkinson Jr., assistant editor

of the New Orlen-ns City Item, for a copy of a pam phlet of fifty
seven pages devoted to the discussion of the diffusion process.
In this issue, on page 135, will be found an article from it des
cribing Col. Cunningham's plantation in Texas. '1'he whole of'
Mr. W.'s pamphlet is elevoted to the diff'usion process.

---0---
']'he subject of width between the rows in cn-ne p1a.nting is

being discussed in Louisiana, with considentble difference of
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The present issue of the Monthly is filled with interesting
topics on the subjects to which it is devoted. Mr. Paton's
article. taken from Su.qar. is full of hints to mill-men, and
shows how the business is carried on in other countries.

A capital criticism on the Barbados seedlings, by an experi
enced hotanist. in Demara.ra, will repn,y perusal; and as he pnts
it, what is now wanted is proof that the new plants are seed-
lings.

"Orange and lemon culture in Sicily," is an instructive state-
ment of how these fruits are cared for in that island. As
oranges ~re a failure here, lemons or limes might prove a
profitable business. Many people are not aware it is so valu
able branch of horticulture. Limes grow, everywhere here, and
are prohably as good as lemons for trade.

On page 141, are extracts from Dr. Stubbs' last report on the
progress of sugar manufacture in Louisiana, particularly as re
lates to diffusion. on which he is enthusiastic, and believes it
will supersede roller mill work.

opinion among the planters, sOlile of whom favor planting five,
six, seven, and even seven and a-half feet apart. As both the
wide and na,rrow systems have been fully tested here. we would
invite our planters to expre$s their views on the subject. confi
dent that their experience in planting will be found valuable.

---10---

LOUISIANA SUGAR CRop.-As the manufacturing season was
exceptionally fine, and the cane matured pretty thoroughly
toward the end of the season, causing a, fine sugar yield even
from a light stand of cane, it now 'appears certain that Louisi
ana's total sugar crop of ]SSS will be about 225,000 hogsheads. ,
'l'his, although considerably short of last season's yield, will net
our planters nearly as much money, since sugar making ex
penses were so light and improved price of sugar goes far to
ward overcoming the shortage of the crop,-Sugar Bowl.

---0----

This is the flowering season of the vanilla plant. In answer
to inguiries, as to how the flowers should be treated to insure
fertilIzation, we quote the following from a circular issued by
the Jamaica Botanical Gardens:

"In the flo\yer is a central white column, at the summit of
which is a detachable cap or anther. which if touched on the
lower front edge with a sharpened pencil or knife blade will
adhere to the implement. The pollen masses contained in the
anther must then be made to lightly touch the viscous (sticky)
disk situated on the front of the column. Each flower must be
so treated at or about noon of the day on which it opens."

---0---
WITH OUR READERS.
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We notice in our American exchanges that growing atten
tion is being paid to the cultivation of certain plants as fertil
izers. Among these is are the cowpea, which is a favorite in
the SOllthem 8tates, as a fertili~cl' for various cropsl such as

Ratoo7ls.
13,n12
3,320
4,1109
1,523

75
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Plant Ca.ne.
Hawaii. 21,960
MauL 8,097
Kauai 5,744
Oahu 2,072
1\iolokai...... .. 75

Total. 37,948 22,839

As the cane matures here in from· fifteen to twenty-four
months, it is not easy to Hscertain or estimate the annual yield
per acre, except from the figures actually obtained at the close
of each grinding season. rl'he crop now harvesting for the year
1889 will be funy 120,000 tOllS, perhaps a little over, the pro
duct of about 40,000 acres of plant ~md ratoon cane, averaging
three tons to the acre.

r:rhe number of htborers employed on the sugar plantations
is 16.375, as ascertained by the Inspector-GeneraJ, who reports
that their health is generally good, with the exception of two
or three plantations, on which there is considerable sickness,
attributed ehiefiy to the drinli:ing water. Of the Japanese im
migrants, he says: llrl'hose who arrived here sinee December,
1887, came from the agricultuml districts of Japan, and have
proved a very desirable class of laborers." It is "L fact, not
generally known that the 6,000 Japanese laborers on these isl
ands have, on deposit, to their credit, abolit $500,000, in United
States gold coin, the Jap,u18se Government requiring that a
certain percentage of their ea,rnings shall be set aside as a de
posit for their benefit, to be returned t.o them when their term
of service expires, or when they return to Japan.

---0---

GRASSES AS FERTILIZERS.

From. the report of the Inspector-General of Immigrants,
Charles N. Spencer Esq., who bas visited every plantation
during the past three or four months, we learn that the total
number of acres of cane under cultivation in the group is as
follows:

A new cane disease in Java is treated of on page 143, which
is doing much injury there. Fortunately our canes are, so far,
free from disease of any kind; but it is well to be on guard
against the introduction of any foreign diseases affecting them.

·--0---

LABORERS AND SUGARCANE AREA PLANTED IN
HA'WAIL
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The American Grocer publishes the following data, regarding
,( Sugarland," now becoming somewhat noted from the fact
that its proprietor has risked everything on diffusiop.. in the
manufacture of sugar from cane, and has abandoned his roller
mills: "This plantation is situated twenty-five miles from
Houston, rl'exas. Something over 1,500 acres were planted
with cane in 18SS, to say nothing of corn, oats, etc. S0111e 225
laborers are employed, forty or fifty wagons, as well as a, little
na,rrow-gauge railroad. It reql1ires as much labor on one acre
of cane as on twenty of corn. Col. Cunningham, with great
pl nck and energy, departed from the old ways of the sugar
plantation. The diffusion process was ill use in Kansas and
also on .1, small seale in Louisiana,. '1'he colonel made up his
mind to chanl3e his system, and in spite of w,1,rnings of failure,
has succeedecl. 1'his year he has for sale between 4,000,000
5,000,000 ponnds of sugar, \vith about 5,000 b<11'1'els of molasses.
This is forty per cent Illore than anyone plantation in Lonisi
ana. 'rhe Honston Post gives <1, very interesting account of the
buildings, machinery 'Ll1U diffusion batteries which we l'eluct-

cotton, cane, sorghum, etc. Another is lucern, a, grass of th.e
clover species, which is being cultivated as a fert,ilizer. One
writer, speaking of its value for this purpose, says: "'1'he in~
quiry is often made, how can plants increase the fertility of the
soil ~ We reply, that there are two ways-one by adding to it
that part of themselves which they obtain from the air, and'
the other by searching ma,ny feet into the ground with their
roots and bringing to the surface the chemicals and fertilizing
material stored there and filtered from the surface for ages."

Now, there may be plants growing on these islands which
are quite as valuable for this purpose as cowpea or lucel'l1.
Hilo grass, manienie and honohono, and perhaps other plants,
although considered as troublesome pests in ccwe fields, possess
the requisites of good fertilizers; and the experience of some
who have raised cane on fields that have been overgrown with
these grasses will support the assertion that large crops have
been secured. Either of these grasses sends its roots very
deep into the soil, 100Rening it, and preparing the subsoil for
the crop which follows. The question then, which planters
should test is this-will it not be wise to turn fields which have
been cropped with cane for several years, into fallow, planting
them with grass, and allowing the grass to take full possession
for t~o.or three years-whichever grass may be m?st ava,i~able
and IS lIkely to cover the ground qmckest and heaVIest. EIther
will send its roots down ten to fifteen feet in -that time.

0--

COLONEL CUNNiNGHAM'S SUGAR PLANTATION IN
TEXAS.

II
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antlyomit. In conclusion, Col. Cunningham is quoted as say
ing that he would rather sell his mill, and, if necessary, go into 
debt for a diffusion apparatus than to continue with the old 
mill process." 

On page 135 will be found an interesting account of the 
above diffusion mill, copied ii.·om J. B. ,\Vilkinson's pamphlet 
on diffusion. Sugar men should not fail to read the article, and 
some no doubt would be glad to possess Mr. W.'s pamphlet. 

---0 . 

THE WATSONVILLE BEET SUGAR ENTERPRISE. 

'We have watched with considerable interest the growth of 
this new industry, and have inserted all the reliable informa
tion regarding it that has come to hand, for we desire to see it 
become a permanent success, not only in Santa Cruz COIJllty, 
but in every part of Califol'l1ia, where it may be undertaken. 
For this reason ,ve regret to learn from the WahlOn ville Paja-
1'onian that the farmers of tba,t plaee have not as yet consented 
to ~ontract for a sufficient acreage of beets to insnre full work 
for the factory for the required five months. 'rhat paper says: 

"Claus Spreckels, on his return from Washington, visited 
Watsonville. He is disappointed at the limited acreage con
tracted for the coming [-;eaSOll, and says that if the company 
cannot secure an acreage in this vieinity sufficient to run thp. 
factory five mouths in each year he will be compel18c1 to seek 
a location elsewhere. This is the conclusion of Mr. Spreckels 
and associates. At Alvarado the beet sugar factory has appli
cations for more acreage thi8 season than it wants. The West
ern Beet Sugar Co. has been offered a large truet of land in the 
upper part of the State at reasonable figures aud is considering 
the proposition to hereafter construct factories only where it 
()wns the land that is to produce the beets. There is a strong 
prospect, unless an increased acreage is obtained, that the fac
tory will not run after 1889. It stands our ttul11ers and mer
chants to take united action to further the interests of the beet 
factory." 

'fhe trouhle lies chiefly in the lahor question, as ,vas antici
pated by us in an article published in the PLANTERS' :MONTHI.Y 
for November, 1887, (pag'e 3H2) in which we stated that 

" Among the obstacles whieh those intel'e:-.;ted in tbis new en
terprise will have to encounter, are high-priced labor, finding 
the localities best adapted to the growth of the sugar-teet, 
transportation of the crop to the factories, and the instruction 
of the farmers in the best way to plant, cultivate and harvest 
the beets, '1'0 an outsider these may appear as trivial matters, 
but it has taken France, Germany and Austria ,c half century 
to instruct the farmers hm",' to grow beets to profit. The labor 
.q uestion is the ll!()$t hp vortill1t one ilJ ()alifornia, where labor 



Mr. .John H. Paty, Consul for the Netherlands, has placed in
our hands correspondence received by him relative to cases of
sugarcane procured by him and sent to .Java, on the Nether
land frigate, Zilvel'in Kruis, which visited this port last year.
rL'I18re were nine packages sent, each packed in a clifl'erent man
ner. The report received frol11 Batavia, regarding them is il1
serted herewith, and will interest those who have occasion to
send or order seeds for transportation aeross the ocean:

According to Mr. .Joekes' report, dated Yokohama, the 4th of
July, 1888, the canes were put into nine cases after leaving
the roads of Honoluln, consequently six to seven days after the
canes hlJ,d been cut in the fielcls, The lot qrrivecl at Pecalou-

is high and none can be obtained for less than thirty dollars a
month and found. While in Germany beets are grown mostly
by small farmers on their small holdings of five to twenty ares,
which are cultivated by the women and children, with very
little outside hired labor.

"Transportation of the crops tothe factory must be provided,
probably by tramways. This will necessitate charges, which
must fall on the producers, and take off considerable from the
four dollars per ton which are offered for beets delivered at the
factory. As beets mnst be delivered fresh daily, from every
direction and distance, it will be seen at once that some sys
tem must be established to regulate the delivery from a hun
dred sources. All this will take time, and if Col. Spreckels
succeeds in getting his army of farmers into line, working in
harmony with the daily demands of his centra,} factories by the
end of five years, he will accomplish what few have done in
Germany in the same time."

The whole trouble lies in this, that the labor required to cul
tivate beets costs more than was anticipated by the farmers.
With Chinese labor the work may be done, so as to sell beets
at four dollars per ton, but it is a doubtful qnestion whether
this can be done with white labor, which compels the farmers
to demand five dollars per ton for their beets, while the factory
will pay but four. It is not for us to say whether the factory
can afford to pay five dollars, but that figure would probably
bring all the beets wanted. It is one of those questions that
can only be settled by mutual concessions, as is often the case
with new enterprises. A first crop also costs much more than
the following, and each subsequent crop generally pays better
tha,n did the p1'0viollS. We desire to see the beet sugar in
du~try prosper in California, and it slll'ely will, if the spirit of
compromise prevails in its management, and a fair division of
the cost of labor is maqle.

---0---

PACKING SEED CANE FOR TRANSPORTATION.
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gau on the 1st oE August, and was unpacked in the sngar
estates Tirto and Klidang, on the following day, an interval
between the cutting and unpacking of nearly seventy days.

Five cases, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 and 9, were brought to the estate
Tirto, and four cases, Nos. 3, 6, 7 and 8, to the estate Klidang.
The manager of the estate rrirto gives the following particu
lars:

" The packing of all cases looked splendid and had undoubt
edly been affected with the utmost care. The results were,
however, less faYora,ble than might have been expected.

,. Case No. I contained 60 canes of nearly Ii· yards in length,
packed in dry sugaT leaves, which looked very fresh, but the
eyes (budding parts) were dried out. After having been put
into the nursery-beds six eyes have budded out, which after
having been phwted, are growing well.

" Gase No.2 contained 42 canes dipped in wax, packed in dry
charcoal, which looked as fresh as if they had been cut the day
before, but the eyes were all dead and did not germinate.
. "About the contents of cases Nos. 4 and 5, must be said the
same as about those of case No.2.

"Case No.9 contained top-cuts of canes packed in wet sand.
On opening t;he case everything seemed totally rotten. Every
piece of cane wa.", carefully taken out and cleaned in pure
wiLter, after which ten top ends were found germinating, which
were immediately planted, and in pots, but of which only eight
have been kept gro\ving by the utmost possible care.

"From these results may be surmised that dipping in wax
is injurious to the eyes or budding parts of the cane. The use
of wet sand for packing has given better results, but is perhaps
not to be recommended, on account of its bulkiness and of its
augmenting the expenses of transport. 1'he use of dl'ieclleaves
for packing' seems, after all, to be the most practicable way.
Consequently only fourteen pieces of cane could be planted
out from the five cases."

rl'he manager of the estate Klic1ang reports:
"1'he cases Nos. 3, 6, 7 and 8, were all in good condition and

very carefully packed. 'rhe eases 6, 7 and S contained soldered
tins with pieces of sugar cane, those from the cases 6 and 7
were dipped altogether in wax, whilst the cane from case No.
8 was only clipped in wax at the extremities. '1'he wax having
been carefully removed, the ca,nes looked fresh and healthy,
the eyes had maint,Lined t.heir color, but were sunken; it was
therefore supposed that the power of budding had not been
lost. The canes from case No.3, dipped in W,LX and packed in
rather large pieces of charcoal, did not look so favorable as
those from the tins, but notwithstanding this, a few of them
had budded out in the case.

"All pieces of cane were thoroughly and carefully cleaned
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and planted ont immediately; a careful treatment of the soil
in which they were plmited has given, however, no better re
sults than the germinating in three parts each of two pieces of
cane from case No.3. rrhose six plants are growing well, and
promise to develop into fine plants. .

"From these results I conclude that the total seclusion from
air is very injurious to the power of germination, and dipping
in wax altogether, should be avoided. The germination of the
two pieces of cane from case No.3 is, according to my opinion,
an instance of luck; the eyes or budding parts were probably
swollen or budding before applying the wax, and not having
been covered by it, the cane has been germinating in the case.

" I consider the best way of maintaining the power of ger
mination is to dip the extremities of the C,'Llle in wax, directly
after its having been cut, in order to prevent putrifying; not
to rip off its leaves; but to leave them as a protection for the
eyes or budding parts; to put the canes, having been cut at an
equuJ length, in a case with airing holes, having inside the
same length as the canes, in order to prevent their being dam
aged by the shaking of the cases when being handled. The
quickest despatch is, of course, desirable."

As a general conclusion from these reports it may be men
tioned that a despatch of canes in soldered tins is not to be
recommended; that the use of cases allowing the air to enter
is preferable; that the canes should only be dipped in wax
at the extremities and that above all, the best way should be
to despakh the canes in bundles, if it is possible to secure them
an airy place on board, with liberal admittance of air between
the bundles. (Signed,) . S. EVARTS.

Pecalougau, September 29th, 1888.
[REMARKs.-Mr. Ch,1,rles N. Spencer, of this city, who has had

considerable experience in packing canes for shipment abroad,
informs us that the following method has proved very success-
ful: rrake half-barrel sugar kegs for containers, cut the canes ...
of' the propel' length to fit in tight: dip both ends of each stock
in common mucilage, and cover the ends with paper, which will
adhere closely and exclude the ail'. This should be done im
mediately after cutting the stalks. Pack the staJks in the keg
with sawdust, which has been thoroughly dried in the sun or
oven. This drying is very important. Bore augur holes in the
top or head of the kegs, and see that the packages are put on
bOrLrd in a dry but airy part of the ship. In one shipment to
Anstrali,l, and another to the United States, packed in this way
every eye turned out good and sprouted. He adds: Th~t
should the eyes appecll" dead or withered, soak the cane III

water for twenty-four haUl'S, and often they wi11l'ecover the
power of vegetation. A portion of the leaves (<1 few inches of
each) should be left on the ~talks.-EDITORPLANTERS' MONTHLY.
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BY JOHN M. C. PATON, MEM. INST. ME.

Makers of Machinery or Plant for the manufacture of sugar
m;e frequently requested to pi'epare and supply estimates, and
it is sometimes quite impo.ssible to give the requisite informa
tion on account of the want of sufficient data to form aba::;is
for calculation.

The followin~ are exact copies of letters received quite re
cently in the ordinary· cour::;e of business:

"We have an enquir;y for sugar machiner;y, and should be glad if you would
send us, per return, drawings and prices." . '

"Please quote us for a sugar mill, state weight for shipment."
"Please send us your price lists of sugar machinery, and give us net and

gross weight of each package, to enable us to calculate freight."
"Some friends of ours are enquiring for a sugar refinery, if this is in your

way, please send us full particulars, and say how soon the machinery could be
ready."

"Please send me estimates and sketches, to send to the West Tndies of SUl!"ar
machinery on vacuum pan and also bucket system for llydl'atlIic power. We
have no further particulars." "

"It is my intention to erect a sugar plant to work off cane which I am now
planting; please oblige me with estimates, and give all possible details, send
ing a plan showing proposed n,rrangement of the machinery."

Nothing is said of the quantity of sugar it is intended to
manufacture, it may be one ton per hour, or one ton per day;
it may be that only brown sugar is wanted, or on the other
hand the finest white sugar may be the article required. When
the enquirer finds he gets no definite reply, but is asked ques
tions as to the amount of cane to be dealt with, method of
working most likely to suit, his requirements, and precise qual
ity of sugar he wishes to produce, etc., he is apt to think that
the makers of machinery to whom he has applied are not prop
erly posted in their business.

'1'0 ask the ., price of a sugar mil1'" without giving some
indication of size, is much like asking the price of a house,
without sa.ying whether it is to have two rooms or twenty; or
asking the price of a "steamer" without giving any indication
of size or type; whether fifty tOllS or 500 tOll::; is the capacity
required.

For a "sugar mill" alone, the price varies from J~5 to £5,000.
This is for the crushing machinery only. The mill at £5 is a
very smc111 mill, to be turned by an ox, and the one at £5,000,
is a large steam-driven apparatus. 'l'be £5 mill may make
two or three tons of sugar in a season, while the ,£5,000 one
will make the quantity in about an hour. The £5 mill can be
carried by two men; the £5,000 one weighs over two hundred
tons.

GENERAL NOTES ON SUGAR MACHINERY.

1051'he Planters' Monthly:
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A "complete s~gar pl~n~" may C?st from £10 up to any
amount almost wIthout llllut.M.achIuery to make one ton of
sugar per hour is usually expected to cost,from· £10,000 to £12,.·
OOU, but this average may be con~iderably reduced or increased
to meet the special requirements of the purchaser.

An intimate knowledge of local circumstances is frequently
'necessary to enable engineers.to arrange a phLnt of machinery
to give the best possible results; a,nd with the object of obtain
ing this special~nfon)1atiOl~, several. of tl~e most celebrated
,makers have theIr own engmeers resIdent m the more impor,..
tant sugar growing countries, and in this wav the Il1cLkeris
,brought directly into contact with the plantel:: and all details
can be discussed tLlld explained and arrangements successfully
carried ·out. In new countries, however, the :planter frequently
has no resident engineer to ·confer with, but he has to send
home his enCiuil'ies. And it is with the objed of culling atten
tion to some of the points on which intormatio.n should be
given, and at the same .time togiye a few general hints to th-ose
intending purehasersof sugar machinery who l11CLy not Yet be
fully posted in the business, that these notes are written.

Enquiries freqllently specify·a certain number of tons of cane
to be Cl·ushed,or of sugar to be produced in ,L .day. One of th53
,first points, is .the length of the day, which may be ten, twelve,
or any number of hours up to twenty-four. 'Vhen the planter
is not certain about the length to which it may become desir
able to extend the working da,y, it is best to take the quantity
of work per hour as a basis. It is, at the same time, always
useful to know whether the factory will wol'kby day only, or
day and night, as machinery has sometimes slightly to be mod
ified to suit continuous or intermittent 'Nork.Most sugar
growing countries ha.ve a "sea.son," and, in many districts, this
.is very exactly determined by the monsoons, or mins, or other
climatic causes which render it necessary to have ample power
for taking off the whole crop within a, given time, as aJl the
canes standing over may be () bsolutely lost. Other countries
work, more or less, all the year round; anel, in this case, ,L want
of power nHty mean only slow working, \vith the resulting in
convenience, but not actual loss of produce. 'rhe 1111111 her of
working days in the season should alwcLYs be :stated; and it is
sometimes useful to know the times of the year at which the
season eommences and closes. .

The quantity and quality of c,anes to he dealt with will de
termine the size and strength of the crushing maehinery.
Plant canes are easier to crush than" ratoolls," consequently a
mill crushing plant canes will erush a greater quantity of CLl,nes
per hour than when dealing with "ratoons," ,tlthough ill the
latter case, the juice is usua,lly denser and richer in sugar, and
the quantity of the product may not f~tll far short of that from
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plant canes. Most sugar mills are now made strong enough to
erush the heaviest caneR, but if it is known what variety will
be constantly dealt with, certain modifications may sometimes
be introduced. .

The four motors employed to turn the rollers of a sugar mill
are, animal power, wind, water and steam. Animal power is

.only employed when working on the smallest possible scale.
r:I?he great advantage of wind is its cheapness, but it is not re·

10; liable in duration or quantity, and consequently, its use is
almost obsolete as a motor. Water is still employed in many
districts where suitable streams are plentiful,. the water-wheel
being frequently made on the spot. Where steam is not used
for evaporating or any other purpose, the water-wheel is an
economical motor, and may be made to do very good work.
Except in new countries, where sugar making is only an ex
pe'riment, conducted' on: the lowest possible outlay, or where
the quantity made is very small indeed, the steam engine is de·
cidedly the best motor, and is nowalmost universally employed.
'rhesteam £I'om the boilers, after driving, the mill, passes off
from the engine as low pressure steam; still containing, a very
hvrge proportion of the heat iI11parted to it when at a higl18r
pressure, and capable of doing a large amount of work in the
evalJorating alJparatus later on'.

The general practice is to raise high pressure steam in the
boilers, while most of the evalJorating clipparatusis usually 3;1'.

ranged to work with, steam at a low pressure, thus necessitating
the use of ,li reducing valve to regulate the steam pressure, but
where steam engines are employed they also act as reducing
valves, first using the 'steam to give out power, and then pass·
ing it on as low pressure for boiling and evaporation.

Although beam engines and vertical engines are occasion
ally employed for driving cane mills, they have now given way
almost entirely to the horizontal engine, which, when properly
designed, is equally satisfactory, and much lower in first cost.

'1'he proper speed for the surface of the rolls, is a subject fre
quently diseussecl, but an average of about sixteen feet per min
ute appea.rs to meet most requirements. Speeds as low as
eight feet per minute have been tried with great suce-ess as far
as the extraction of a large pereentage of juice is concerned,
but the slow rate at which tho cane passes through the mill
necessitates the use of very much larger crushing machinery
than is usually emi)loyedJ and the expense of this frequently
st:mds in the way of its acloption. OB. the other hand, if the
speed of the rolls is too great, the cane has not sufficient time
to part with its juice, and a very low percentage is the result.
Where an estate bas to be clem'eel within certain limits of time,
it becomes necessary to pass the cane through the mill within
that time, even if a loss ill efficiency results. An average of



seventy per cent of juice on the weight of the cane, taken over
the whole season, may be looked upon as a very good result
from an ordinary three-roller mill, and it becomes a question
even with the heaviest mills of modern constnction, if it is
wise to strain the machinery and run some risk of breakdown,
for the sake of a slight increase in the percentage of juice.
Although mills with more than three rollers are sometimes
made, yet th~ ordinary three-roller mill, when of good design,

. is still holding its own, and may be looked upon as the stand-f
ard. Sometimes two sets of three-roll machinery are em-
ployed, the second set crushing the megass from the first mill
and extracting a further quantity of juice. On its way to the
second mill the megass may be treated with water or steam.
It is stated that the juice from the second mill is frequently
of distinctly worse quality than that from the first set of rolls,
owing to the extraction of certain impurities by the greater
pressure.

With regard to the dimensions of the rolls, a very usual and
convenient proportion is to make the length of the roll twice
its diameter~ Where very efficient crushing is desired, it may
be wise to reduce the length of the roll and increase the diam
eter. Two principal points to be borne in mind with regard to
mills are, that large diameters crush more efficiently than small
ones; and that with .short rolls the pressure is more concen
trated, and consequently the cane is very severely crushed.
Most makers have adopted lengths which have been found to
do good work in the districts to which they are in the habit of
sending machinery; but the planter will do well not to insist
upon having p~1tterns altered for the sake of an inch or two in
length. A difference in the length of roll influences the cost of
a mill very slightly, but a very small difference in the diameter
alters the pl'ice very considerably.

Before leaving thesubjeet of the extraction of' juice from the
cane, the writer may mention that he has visited the Aska
Sugar Works, ·the property of Mr. Minchin, situated in the
Madras Presidency, where the diffusion system is employed
with exeellent results.

'1'he power required to slice the cane is less than half that
required to crush it in a mill, and as several sets of entters are
employed, the risk of a breakdown is less than when all de
pends upon a single mill. The diffusion juice is, of course, less
dense than the origimtl juice in the cane, but the amount of
impurities it contains is very much less than is usually found
in juice extraCted by pressure in the roller mill. The diffusion
jnice is usuaJly equivalent to about eighty pel' cent of the juice
in the cane, but this is diluted with water, which brings the
weight of the juice from the diffusion up to practically the
same weight as the cane. With the object of comparing some
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of the relative merits of the two systems, suppose that ten per
cent of the original juice in the cane may be taken out in the
form of sugar, then a mill extracting seventy per cent will give
seven tons of sugar from 100 tons of cane; while with diffusion,
eight tons of sugar is produced from the same quantity of cane,
showing a clear increase of one-seventh, or nearly fifteen per
cent in favor of diffusion. On the other hand, from the mill
juice it would be necessary to .evaporate sixty-three tons of
water, while from the diffusion juice ninety~two tons of water
would have to be driven ofl'. Thus for an increased production
of one ton of sugar nearly thirty tons of water must be evap
orated in addition to that dealt with in the ordinary way. This
increase in the amount of water .driven off, entails a corres
ponding increase in the first cost of the evaporating machinery;
but against this there i::; the large increase in the return of
sugar, and greater ease in the manufacture owing to the very
small amount of impurity found in the diffusion juice. Where
fuel is expensive the diffusion process will not recommend
itself so strongly as it will where coal or wood are cheap.
When considering the adoption of the diffusion process for a
factory already possessing a mill, it must be remembered that
with the same evaporating plant less CH,ne will be worked per
day, and the length of the crushing season consequently pro
longed if the crop of cane remains the same. Diffusion has
been a grand. success in the beet-root sugar industry, and it is
probably destined to play an important part in the future of
cane sugar.

Where the buildings are situated on the side of a slope, or
where the mill foundations are carried to some height above
the ground level, it may be possible to run the juice direct from
the spout of the mill bed to the defecators or clarifiers, or
whatever other apparatus it is intended to 'use; but the more
common practice is to employ a pump or montejus. The latter
is intermittent in its action, is not automatic, and the condens
ation of the steam, with consequent dilution of the juice, is a
further disadvantage. A pump is very frequently objected to
on account of the" churning" action of the pI unger, or bucket,
which is said to produce a bad effect; but where care is taken
to have the pump properly proportioned) and arranged so that
air. cannot be sucked in and churned with the juice, there ap
pears to be little objection to its use. Immediately after ex
traction, the juice is in some cases brought into contact with
sulphurous acid gas, which acts as a bleaching agent, and con
sequently helps to produce a lighter colored sugar. The juice
after leaving the mill must, as soon as possible, be heated to
coagnlate the albuminous impnrities, treated with lime to neu
tralize the acids, and then evaporated to a density of from 20
deg. to 30 deg. Baullle, at which stage it is frequently spoken
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of as liquor or' syrup. It is most important that this density
sbould be reached: without loss of time, and it should be care'"
fuHyborne in mind, not only that high temperu,tutes· are very
hurtful, but also that long exposure to low temperatures is at
least equally injurions. In: all matters connected with tbe
manufacture of sugar, rapidity of working cannot be too much
insisted upon. The old system of hemispherical battery pans
or ., coppers waIl" combined in itself the elements of the mod..
ern arrangement of defecators, clarifiers and evaporators. The
first pan corresponded to the defecator, where most of the lime
was added, the middle pans took the place of clarifiers or elim..
inatol's, while the last pans were purely evaporators. Although
the use of such apparatus is opposed to all scientific work, yet,
under favora.ble circnmstances. very good results were ohtain
ed, although at great cost for fuel, and at a cobsidera,ble sacri;.
fice of sngar.

'Ehe usual course in a modern sugar factory, is to beat the
juice as soon as possible after it leaves the mill, by means of a
juice-beater, of tubular or other type; generally arranged to
form practically a part of the delivery pipe from the juice;.
pump; and from this heater, the juice passes on to' the defeca
tors. There are several v~Lrieties of defecatol's, but those usu
ally employed are rectangular, with a swing coil, or cireular
with hemispberical double bottom. A circular defecator with
a serpentine or coil is also oceasionally employed. The advan
tageR of large defe~ators' are (1) that they require less frequent
attention (2) that it is probable the juice will be more equally
limed than when smaller vessels are used. 'fhe best results
are produced when the vessels are of moderate size, as there is
less time occupied in filling, and consequently less chance of
fermentation. Some planters allow the juice to settle in the
defecators. but it 'is in most cases, desirable to use' separate
tanks for it, fitted with decanting cocks; or otherwise to use
filters. 'Where clarifiers or eliminators are employed the juice
may be run ·to them direct from the defecators.

It iF; well known to sugar boilers that 110 matter how much
care has been bestowed on the defecation. or clarification of the
juice it will throw up scum at each stage of boiling. There
appear to be certain impurities in cane juice which only coag
ulate or come to the surface in the form of scum at tempera
tures higher than that at which juice of ordinary density boils
under ordinary atmospheric pressure. Continued boiling in
creases the density and consequently the boiling point is raised.
As the temperat!1re is increased, scum is thrown up from what
was previously, to all appeara,nce clear juiee; and consta,ut
skimming or brushing is required. To avoid this difficulty, a
form of continuous hm~ter has recently beeu devised. so a1'
rang~d that while the juice passes through, it in a continuous
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stream, the temperature is raised by means ·of high pressure
$team to a point that coulcl not possibly be attained in opelLair
under ordiljal'y atmospheric pressure. The object is to submit
the juice to tL1e aytionof heat as great as that due to the in~
creased density.at which boiling usuC1lly takes place later on in
the processor manufacture. Lime is afterwards added in any
simple form of clarifier and the results are in many eases most
satisfactory. C~1,refulexperiments show that considerable ad
vantage results from giving the juice :1 sharp boil fora short
time, auclno consequent injury can be detected.

Olariflers may be either clouble-bottomed or fitted with steam
coils. Very efficient clarifiers are now made with heating sur·
fa.ce arranged in the torm of a multitubulal' steam drum, and
the same apparatus may be used as an evaporatol'.

After clal'H:ication the juice is frequently allowed to settle in
tanks, or is filtered through either bag-filters or filter-presses.
Bag-filters, as usually made, are exceedingly clumsy and dirty
arrangements, and a vast amount of work is necessary for re
moving the dirty bags and fixing the clean ones. The bag-filter
is sometimes called a Taylor filter; it is a well known appara
tus-simple, Ill1t costly ill working.

The filter-press is an improvement on the bag-filter, and is
replacing it in many instances. In the bag-filter the dirty juice
passes slowly through the cloth under pressure due to a head
of a tew inehes of juice only, while in the press the filtration
goes under high pressure, through a cloth supported on per~

forated phLtes or gauze. If a bag in a bag-filter bursts the
whole apparatus must be stopped; but the press is divided into
compartments, each of which can be shut off by means of a
small cock if cloudy juice or liquor is seen to issue from it,
while the remaining chambers go on filtering, without refer
ence to the one shut off. Pressure may be obtained either by
Ineans of a pump or a montej llS.. If the pum p is preferred, care
must be taken to select a type which is not easily choked.

~ rrlle montejus is very frequently employed, and if worked by
steam the pressure obtainable is limited by the pressure in the
boiler, and clii:mppointment has not infrequently arisen from
this, when filter-presses have been placed in an existing factory
where the boiler pressure was too low to enable the work to
be done efficiently.

By adopting the use of compressed air instead of steam, any
required· pressure may be easily obtained, as the steam cylin
der of the compressor may be made of a size to suit the stemn
pressure. Even where a high steam pressure is used, com~
pressed air possesses the advantage ot not condensing and dilut
lng the juice.

In a previous paragraph it was stated that after clarification,
m: cleallin~, the juice should ;:tIS q,uicldy us rossible be brought



to a ~ensity of from 20 to 30 degs. Baume. At this density the
liquor is not so liable to fermentation, and where filters are not
employed it is not unusual to keep it in this state from twelve
to twenty-four hours, during which time no bad effects are no
ticed; mechanical impurities are deposited in the tanks, and
the sugar is frequently said to have a finer bloom in conse
quence of this treatment.

'l'o concentrate the juice a considerables.variety of machinery
is in the market. The oldest plan is to use the round battery
pans, which are wasteful of tuel, injurious to the color, and re
quire a considerable amount of manual labor. A. steam coil is
sometimes fitted into the pans, and a montejus or "liquor
passer" can be employed to pass the juice from one pan to the
other. The shallow flat-bottomed pans are a step in advance
of the large, deep pans. Then come varieties of steam-heated
pans, all claiming some distinct advantage over other forms;
one of the best being the arrangement of a circular pan with
an internal multitubular steam drum, which is a modification
of the well known "Aspinall" pan. All these evaporators
which allow the steam to pass off into the air, or which make
no use of its latent heat, are more or less wasteful of fuel, and
evaporation is, of course, carried on at a temperature due to
the density of the liquor under the ordinary pressure of the
atmosphere. .

Fryer's concretoI' is frequently used for evaporating the juice,
and the writer has had considerable experience with it, and
can testify to many good qualities. With this apparatus the
juice is kept at boiling point on very shallow trays for a period
of about ten minutes only, and the evaporation is afterwards
ca,rried on at a very low temperature by employing hot air, which
eauses rapid evaporation from the surface, at the same time
cooling the liquor and not injuring the color. This air is heated
by means of the waste products of combustion, and consequently
~t saving in fuel is effected. rrhe concretoI' can be frequ,entlyin
traduced into existing factories with great advantage.

Except where planting on a small Bcetle is contemplated, most
new factories are adopting double or triple effects, which evap
orate a,t low temperatures, and bring about H, very considerable
saving in fuel.

The triple effect consists of a series of three vacuum pans,
the first of which is heated by means of the exh~Lust steam
collected from the various engines, sometimes supplemented
by steam from the boilers direct; a low degree of vacuum is
maintained in this vessel, and the V,Lpor or steam driven off
passes over to heat the second pan; the vacuum in the second
pan is more perfect than that in the first, consequently the
boiling point is lower, and the difference ill temperature be
twoen vapor fNm ~l!~ fh's~ ral! and the bpilin~ point in the
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second, is sufficient to cause rapid evaporation. The vapor
from the boiling liquor in the second pan passes on to heat ehe
third. This last vessel is in communica.tion with a condenser
and air-pump, and as the best possible degree of vacuum is
maintained, with a correspondingly low boiling point, the va
por from the second pan has consequently heat enough to pro"
duce evaporation.

When this system is adopted, special care should be taken to
thoroughly clean the juice before commencing to concentrate,
as the evaporation is carried 'on entirely in vacuo, and conse
9.1uentlY it is impossible to remove any scum which may form.
Valves. etc., should always be fitted to enable anyone pan of
the system to be put out of action, either for cleaning or re
pairs, and the others to be worked on a double effect. Most
triple effects cLre arranged to fill and empty intermittently, but
more work can be got out of them when planned to fill and
discharge continuously. Much depends on the arrangement
for the perfect circulation of the juice, and the best results can
only be obtained when this point has been carefully attended
to. It must be reJilembered that the double or triple effect
requires a considerable amount of water for condensing the
vapor, and where water is scarce, the planter has frequently to
adopt open air evaporation even at a considerable sacrifice of
fuel. .

The pTo.portions of condensers have to be varied to suit dif
ferent climates, and when the maker of the maehinery knows
the teml)erature of the water, it is easy to proportion the con-

o denser and other parts of the apparatus to suit any special
case. It has sometimes happened that the condenser and its
appenda.ges have been made too sma.,ll, or, on the other hand,
much larger and more expensive than necessary, simplx for
want of infQrmation with regard to the water 0 to be used for
condensing.

The liquor after leaving the triple effect may be considered
ready for the vaeuum pan, or it may be again clarified, settled,
or filtered. In S0me countries, it is uF:!ual to have a suffieient
supply of stora&e tanks to contnin all the liquor made during a,
day's work, anel, as already mentioned, it is sometimes stated
that this storing of the liquor for a day improves the appear
anr.e of the sugar. On the other h::md, many planters are o~
opinion that the liquor should he passed on to the vacuum pan
with as little delay as possible.

To boil the syrup to " grain," there (l,re several different kinds
of apparatns in use. 'rhe most ancient and the most wasteful
is the round battery-pan, which is now seldom employed in
new undertaldngs; but on a small scale its low first cost recom
mends it to the beginner or small planter. Its use should, how
ever, be avoided as much as possible, especially q,t this stage of
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the process. It is wasteful in fuel and converts a large quan
tity of good sugar into n~olasses.

'rhe next step in advance, is the steam evaporator, in which
the liquor is boiled by means of steam coils, or tubes, fixed in
a drum, or other suitable arrangement of heating surface, and
in any case the vessel may have a double bottom in addition.
In these steam evaporators although the boiling point is as high
as in the pans heated by fire, still the heat is under perfect
control, and there is less dangel~ of burning, and consequently ,0(,

less chance of serious injury.
Various attempts have been made to produce a pan or evap

orator to work at a low temperature in the open ail'; perhaps
the best known apparatus of this class is the "Wetzel" pan,
consisting of a reel of steam-hel;1ted pipes revolving in a shal
low plltn of syrup. 'The lower tubes dip into the liquid while
the upper portion of the reel is exposed to the air. The" Wet
zel" pan, when properly constructed, is a fairly efficient ma
chine, but the mechanical details are frequently arranged in a
most wretched manner. It evaporates at a comparatively low
temperature, and is, consequently, a great advanee on the ordi-
nary fire or steam-heated pans. Its use is, however, principa.lly .~

confined to small estates, and in the majority of cases, it has
been replaced by the vacuum pan.

Whatever may have been the various methods employed in
the extraction of the juice, its clarification, and its preliminary
evaporation, there is not the slightest doubt that the vacuum
pan is now looked upon: as the only satisfactory means of boil
ing to grain. The vacuum pan is really only an ordinary
steam-heated evaporating vessel covered in and connected to a
condenser and air pump. '1'he air pump removes the pressure
of the atmosphere~ and evaporation consequently goes on at a
very low temperature. Occasionally, the want ot condensing
water may prevent its adoption, but even where water is scarce
it is frequently possible to arrange eooling apparatus a,nd to
work with the same water over ,Uld over again. When this is
done, after once collecting a supply, it is only necessary to add
from day to day, sufficient water to make up for the loss of the
portion which unavoidably passes oft' as vapor into the air.
This loss is only a few hundred gallons pel' ton of sugar, and is
'Reldom sufficient to make the adoption of the vacuum pan im
practicable. '1'he original form of the vacu uIII pan was spher
ical (that being the form theoretically best able to resist the
pressure of the air), and the material of which it was con
structed was copper. 'The lower half of the pan had an iron
jacket, thus forming a steam-heated double bottom, and later on
steam-heated coils were introduced·in addition, A double bot
tom is now becoming uncommon, and the form of pan has
changed from .the shallow spherical shape to that of a compar-
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atively deep vertical cylinder. '1'he forms and proportions of
the vacuum pan are modified to suit different qualities of sugar,
and to produce various sizes of grain, but for ordinary purposes
on sugar plantatIOns, the most approved type is the vertical
cylindrical pan, constructed of cast or wrought iron, with cop
per heating coils and with. a single bottom. Although the
vacuum pan is a very simple apparatus, some stupid blunders
have been made by makers not acquainted with the arrange
ment and proportions of its various parts, and consequent dis
appointment has been the result.

'rl1e condenser may be either of the "jet" or ,. surface" type..
In the jet condenser the vapor mixes with the water, while in
the surface condenser the vapor is condensed by contact with
cold surfaces only. When a surface condensel" is used it is
easy to detect loss of sugar caused by the contents of pan boil
ing over.

'1'he most efficient type of air pump to work in connection
with the vacuum pan is a frequent subject of discussion. It
was formerly usual to give the preference to some variety of
vertical pump, sometimes driven by a beam engine, but during
the last few years very considerable improvements have been
made in horizontal pumps, and the horizontal double-acting
pump, when properly constructed, is now generally recognized
as com bining the highest degree of efficiency with the lowest
first cost.

The sugar leaves the vacuum pan in the form of "maRse
cuite," or green sugar mixed with molasses, and may be either
placed in cooling or crystalizing tanks, or passed at once to the
centrifugal machines. When the green sugar is treated hot in
the centrifugal machines, the proportionate amount of drain
age sen.t back to be re-boiled is greater than when coolers are
used, and some days elapse between boiling and draining. The
proportions of second and third sugars will depend very much
on the quality of the canes and care taken in the course of
manufacture. but it is usually considered wise to provide ample
tank or cooling capacity for the low sugars.

'1'he old practice was to "clay" the green sugar, but the cen
trifugal machine has practic~Llly superseded this process, l'he
"Suspended" centrifugal machine has now come into fashion,
as it requires very little foundation, and can be run at a high
speed; but care should be taken to select a type not liable to
accident.

It should be noted that the number of crystalizing tanks or
coolers for low sugars may frequently be considerably reduced
by the addition of one or two centrifugaJ machines.

'rIle drainage from the first and second sugars is frequently
sent back to the vacuum pi1n to he l'e-boiled without further
treatment; but ~t is now becoming usual, when arranging new
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plants, to provide "blow·ups," or heaters, in which to clarify
the molasses before re-boiling. .

. The treatment of skimmings, settlings, etc., is frequently
considered of little importance, and in new districts it is not
unusual to see the scum from the clarifiers, etc., run off to the
drains. On the other hand, experiellCed planters are paying
great attention to the proper treatment of the skimmings and
settlings; and when it is remembered that these usually form at
least ten per cent of the quantity of juice, it is scarcely necessary
to point out the importance of recovering as much as possible.
The usual practice is to blow up the contents of the dirt tank
by injecting steam through a perforated pipe, and at the same
time adding a little lime. The clear juice may then be re
covered by settling and decanting, or by means of bag-filters
or filter-presses. Many factories are supplied with filter
presses for filtering scum, etc., only) while the juice is treated
by soine other method.

In cases where a distillery is worked in connection with the
manufacture of sugar, less attention is paid to the separation
of clear juice from SCllm, and frequently the wh0le of the scum,
etc., is sent to the fermenting vats. Where a distillery is at
work, it is usual to ferment the lower qualities of drainage or
molasses from the" massecuite," OJ; green sugar, instead of re
boiling again and again, with the object of recovering as much
sugar as possible. It follows that in such cases the quantity of
crystallizing tanks for low sugars may be considerably reduced
or entirely abolished, and also that the manufacture of the
sugar is not complicated by treatment of scums, settlings, etc.,
Whether it is better to distil or not, will depend almost entirely
on the value of spirit as compared with sugar, the Excise laws,
and other points which require consideration in each individ
ual case. .

The efficiency of the steam boiler is an important item in
the working of a sugar factory. Very ample power should be
allowed, as shortness of steam means considerable loss of econ
omy, and is a constant source of annoyance. Many types of
boilers are in use on sugar estates; but the larger portion are
of the multitubular type, frequently arranged with tubes easily
removable for cleaning. The boiler with its fittings is usually
very similar to those for burning coal, but the arrangement of
the flues, furnaces, etc., have to be suited for burning crw;;hed
cane, wood, etc. Many attempts have been made to burn me
gass direct from ·the mill, and several furnaces are now made
which do this fairly well, provided the crushing- of the cane is
well done. Care should be taken to select a boiler of simple
construction and of the best ma,terial and workmanship, other
wise constant trouble and repairs may result.

'1'he hot condensed water from the boiling. pans should be
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collected and returned to the boiler. It was formerly the rule
to have boilet feed pumps on each of the steam engines in a
factory; but it has now become usual to fix an independent
donkey feed, pump. Injectors are also employed on some
estates; but when a boiler is fed with hot water, a pump is
necessary.

rrhe chimney may be of stone or brick, but iron chimneys
are very frequently sent out, either rivetted up into lengths, or
sent in plates ready for rivetting. An iron chimney is less
durable. than a brick one, but the former is frequently preferred
011 account of convenience and quickness of erection.

An over-head water-tank should be fixed in every factory,
having pipes or a hose for washing down, or for use in case of
fire.

As the whole of the exhaust steam in a sugar fa,ctory is gen-
erally used for heating and evaporating, it is not usual to
supply the engines with expansion valves or any special fittings
to reduce the consumption of steam. If the engines give out
less exhaust steam than is required, it becomes necessary to
use more steam direct from the boiler, usually through a reduc
ing valve. In'some modern facto~ie8 the evaporating appara
tus is so well arranged and so efficient that the exhaust steam
from the engines is more. than is required; in such cases the
surplus should he used as far as possible for heating the boiler
feed-wate;r, and one or two uf the engines fitted with expansion
valves.

Whether animal charcoal is to be used or not for filtering
will depend entirely on the class of sugar it is desired to pro
duce. If refined sugar is required it is necessary to employ
charcoal; but sugar refining carried on on a sm<.Lll scale can
scarcely expect to compete with the home refineries furnished
with the best appliances and employing an amount of skilled
labor which it is usually impossible to obtain in the tropics.
For reburning the char, simple pipe kilns are still in vogue on
sugar estates; but more perfect, although at the same time
more complicated apparatus is sometimes used in refineries.

The cost of labor is an important factor when arranging a
plant for the ma,nufacture of sugar. '1'he greater the cost of
labor the more desirable it becomes to have as much of the
work as possible done by machinery; but where the use of ma
chinery means greater risk of stoppage or breakdown, it may
sometimes in the long run be more economical to employ hand
labor, rather than very complicated machinery.

The difference between the amouut of sugar shown by analy
sis to exist in the sugarcane, and the amount of dry marketable
sugar as usually obtained, although constantly being slightly
reduced, is still great enough to provide a large field for indi
vidual skill and experiment.
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TIlE BARBADOS SEEDLING SUGARCANES.

The slowness with which sugar planters take to new appar
atus is not easy to understand until we fully appreciate the
magnitude of the interests at stake, and the enormous loss
usually resulting from failure. A modern plant ~o produce a
little more than one ton of sugar per hour may cost from
£15,000 to £20,000, whilst the value of the crop, most of which
·wouldbe absolutely.lost ·if the machinery failed, would prob
ably be from £30,000 to £40,000. Planters are consequently
very slow to adopt new and untried schemes, and it is curious
to note that each new sugar growing country has in almost
every instance, begun at the beginning and gained most of its
knowledge by the light of experience, instead of at once adopt
ing the latest and most approved methods found to work satis
factorily in the other and older countries.-" Sugar," January,
1, 1889.

[Vol. VIII
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The Plante~'s' Monthly.

[Under the above hea~ing.we :fin~ in the Demarara A1:qosy
of Jannary 19th the followmg mterestmg comments on the claim
of Prof. Harrison to the discovery of seedlingi') fro:n the sugar
canes growing in his nursery in Barbados. While we do not
discredit his statement, we join with the writer, whom we con
clude to be a professional florist, in calling for proof in the
shape of seeds, for these can alone furnish satisfactory evi
dence. As he rightly says, if his sugarcanes do bear seeds, they
can be gathered from the arrow or tassel, as the seeds of other
grasses are gathered :-EDITOR Planters' Monthly.]

"The proof we want in regard to sugarcane seeding is the
actual seed gathered from the arrow of the cane. If it does
bear, the seed can be gathered from the arrow, as the seeds of
other grasses are gathered from the spikes or panicles they
bear before the seed f~Llls to the ground. Here there would be
no possibility of doubt, and nO liability to error regarding the
seedlings produced, providing, of course, that the plant pro
ducing the seed had beforehand been certainly identified as
the sugarcane. 'rhis identification of the cane, dealing with
some observer::;, would be an essential precaution-as is in
stanced by sorghum seed having been sent to Kew by a Fiji
planter, in all confidence as he believed, as Saccharum seed. I
may give another instance, the strongest to point, of many
within my knowledge of how the seed or flower of one plant is
often mistakenly associated with another hy persons insuffi
ciently informed to detect the error. The common bamboo
Bambusa "Vulgaris-does not often flower; and, while residing
in the West Indies, being anxious to see the flower, for which
I had watched tor years in vain in my peregrination~over the
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country, I asked a gentleman (whose occupation kept bim
almost constantly in the saddle, riding a,mong the hills of the
island in question where the bamboo ·was hardly ever out of
his sight) if he had ever seen a plant in flower ~ 'Oh, yes,' he
said, 'quite often.' But when questioned closely on the sub
ject, and he had explained what he had seen, I found he re
ferred to a very common small-flowered convolvulus, an Ipomcea,
that twines up other plants, reaching many feet high and then
flowering. ..

"With regard to finding seedlings of sugarcane on ground at
present, or in the immediate past, occupied by canes, I will
show how, unless to well-informed observers on the subject,
there might well be elTor made. When cane roots are dug up
and thrown aside, esper-ially when soil is thrown over them
they send up, more or less, a, number of often very weak shoots
from the roots. If the roots are in a position to lack moisture,
being raised above the general surface of the ground, these
shoots subsequently perish; but if observed when first they
come up, they look very like seedling plants, and might be re
garded as such by one not acquainted with the circumstances
of the pH.rticular case or the history of the subject. Many of
these shoots are so small as not to be much stronger than seed
ling wheat or oat plimts. '1'he stocks from which they have
sprung are buried in the ground, where they remain as a rule
if these slender growths are pulled up by hands, 110 particle
coming up attached to the shoot, the latter then appearing to
be most certainly a seedling plant. I do not mention this
merely in the way of cold criticism, or to throw doubt on the
reported discovery of seedling canes in Barhados, but only to
suggest necessary caution, and to show how easily elTor might
arise. Many persons who have been associated with agricul
ture for years do not obsenr.e at a glance the difference be~ween
a true seedling growth and a shoot tlmt is an off-set or sucker
from some other plant, as it is seen springing from the ground;
nor do they as the trained observer would intuitively consider,
without conscious mental action or intention, the probabilities
from surrounding circumstances and conditions of whether it
is likely to be one or the other.

"I notice that Professor Harrison, in reporting to Kew the
discovery of the seedling canes in Barbados, says: 'We found
these to be growing in a rather narrow belt of the field one
side of the plots. and in a little below it, following the direction
of the·wind.' 'l'his would seem to indicate that the spot w~tS
some little distance, at le,Lst, from the standing canes that were
supposed to have shed the seed. How far ofl' was it ~ Thi:-; is
an important question. As no one has ever seen cane seeds
we cannot say how light they are, nor, consequently, how frLr
the prevailing wind mentioned by ProfeBso.t· Harrison, and in-
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ferred to affect the case in question, would be likely to ,to carry
them. But if carried by the wind-an improbable supposition
-however light they might be, unless still adhering to por
tions of· the 'arrow, SOIDe would certainly have fallen (more
than elsewhel'e, n8ues8al'ily, one :wouldsuppose) on the inter
vening ground, and would, if the conditions were equally favor
able, have sprung up there. But none is mentioned to have
done so. If distributed by the agency of birds, the absence of
which the cane arrows I have always regarded as evidence of
the absence of seed, they could not necessarily have been only
on 'the spot where found. But further, of the 64 or 65 plants
gathered, Professor Harrison says: 'We carefully exauiined
three or four so as to ascertain as far as we could the absence
of any particles of old cane in them.' Surely this was a very
small percentage to examine to determine so vital, and, from
all we know of the cane, so very probable, conditions of snch
growths. . ' .

"Again he does not say whether the ground upon which they
were found was carefully dug over at the time, and as carefully
examined to see if there were any portions of old canes 01' cane
roots buried in it. This was an equally eS8elltia.l preca ution to
have taken, as the examination of the roots of, not the three or
four which were examined but, <tt least for the satisfaction of
others who would have only such evidence to judge from, of
all the seedlings. Further, seedlings, unless in their very ear
liest infancy, having nothing to derive nOl1l'ishment from after
the seed was exhausted, would have a good many roots, and
could easily catch or establish in the soil when transplanted,
while weakly shoots springing from concealed stumps, from
which they drew their nourishment, would have very few; and
would, having no roots reared to feed with, languish on re
mova,} and not readily catch the soil, pel'ii:ihing quite if exposed
to the sun before they. could develop the necessary roots. But
instead of the former, this latter is wbat Professor Harrison
says they had to contend with in rearing their plants. I have
said enough to show that much caution was necessary, in the
face of the great improbabilities against it, to determine cer
tainly that the plants were what they were supposed to be
true seedlings; yet apparently, judt.;ing only from Professor
Harrison's letter all the evidence we have before us at present,
only the ba,1'est semblance of precaution against errol' seems to
have been taken. '1'he1'e is still Ol1e kind of indirect proof pos
sible. Should the plants vary in type from the kinds of cane
growing on the ground near by, 01' that were grown on it the
year before they were discovered, the probability of their seed
origin will be greatly snpported thereby; for though hybridity
might not have occurred in the production of the seed, and
without it nQ very striking or wiele variation would be likely



to occur, nor could be expected in one generation~ yet its pres
ence w.ould be strong and almost certain evidence, that the
plants had been derived by seminal generation. If on the
other hand they are identifiable with any of the pla,nts grown
on the ground, or that have been thrown away upon it, during
the past two years, though the fact would not disprove their
seed origin, it would militate much against its probability."

o
DIRECTORY OF OFFIOERS EMPLOYED ON SUGAR

PLANTATIONS IN THESE ISLANDS.

1'he following data are compiled from the Report of the In
spector-General of Immigrants, made to the Minister of the
Interior~ Feb. 21, 1889.

ISLAND OF HAWAII.

Waiakea: C. C. Kennedy, Manager; T. H. Davies & Co.,
Agents; H. Deacon, Bookkeeper; William Chalmers, Head
Overseer; '1'. Forbes, Engineer; A. B. Lobenstein, Sugar Boiler.
Laborers, 307.

Hilo Sugar Co.: J. A. Scott~ Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; W. Scott, Bookkeper; Robert Sadler, Engineer; H. C.
Austin~ Sugar Boiler; Geo. Chalmers, Head Overseer at Wai
naku; J. Fiddes, Heael Overseer at Amaulu. Laborers, 426.

Papaikou: Will. VV. Goodale, Manager; Castle & Cooke,
Agents; G. E. Whitaker, Bookkeeper; C. 1\1. Walton, Hea,d
Overseer; John Dickson, Engineer ;W. Weight, Sugar Boiler.
Laborers, 294.

OnfJmea: Wm. W. Goodg,le, Manager; C. Brewer & Co.,
Agents; Geo. Weight, Head Overseer. Cane ground at the
Papaikou mill. Laborers, 31l.

Paukaa: Wm. W. Goodale, Manager; C. Brewer & Co.,
Agents. Cane ground at Papaikou mill. Laborers, 90. .

Pepeekeo: Chun Lung, Manager; C. Afong Agent; D. WylIe,
Assistant Manager: H. 1'. Walker, Engineer; John Robinson,
Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 242.

i-Ionomu: Wm. Kinney, Manager; C. Brewer & Co., Agents;
H. Scholtzy, Bookkeeper; M. McCann, Engineer; J.Iieinhardt,
Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 173.

Hakalau: Chas. Lehmann, Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; J. H. Wodehouse, Bookkeper; J. Chalmers, Head
Overseer; C. Horswill, Engineer; H. Wilgeroth and F. H. Ka
apa, Sugar Boilers. Laborers, 414.

Laupahoehoe and J\aiwilahilahi Plantation: C. M'Clellan,
Manager; '1'. H. Davies & Co., Agents; A. C. Palfrey, Book
keeper; ---, I-lead Overseer; S. Taylor, Engineer;
E. W. Barnard and J. Heinhardt, Sugar Boilers. Laborers, 356.
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Waipunalei: 1'homas Hind, Manager; T. H. Davies, & Co.,
Agen.ts. Cane ...g'ronn?a.t Laupahoel.l0e mill. I:aborers, 66.

Ookala: J. N. WrIght, Manager; W. G. IrwlD &Co., Agents;
G. Theker, Head Overseer; J. B. Hopkins, Bookkeeper; H.
Kruger, Sugar Boiler; J. Cushing-ham, Engineer ;J. Thompson,
Blacksmith. Laborers, 176.

Kukaiall: J. M. Horner, Manag-er; H. Hackfeld & Co.,
Agents; A. Horner, Head Overseer; Miss Annie Horner, Book
keeper. Cane ground by the Kukaiau mill. Laborers, 199..

Kukaiau Mill Co.: G. F. Renton, Manager; 1'. H. Davies &
Co., Agents; J. S. Muirhead, Engineer; E. Madden, Sugar
Boiler. Laborers, 48.

Hamakua Plantation Co.: A. Lydgate, Manager; T. H. Da
vies & Co., Agents. Cane g-round at the Hamakua mill. La- -
horers, 203.

Hamakua Mill Co.: J. R. Renton, Manager; T. H. Davies,
& Co.. Agents; J. F. McEntee, Engineer; rrhomas Hughes,
Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 41.

Paauhau: Andrew Moore, Manager: W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; .T. Watt, Head Overseer; C. Bragg, Bookkeeper; W.
Brede, Engineer; W. Peterson, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 306. 1

Honokaa: Wm. H. Rickard, Manager; F. Schaefer & Co.,
Agents; H. T. Broderick, Bookkeeper; H. S. lUckard, Head
Overseer; A. !Cidd, Ellgineet; A. de Breteville, Sugar Boiler.
Laborers, 222.

Honokaa: R. T. Rickard, Planter. Cane ground at the Ho-
llolma mill. Laborers, 52.

Hon~J\:aa: R. M. Overend, Planter; H. Hackfeld & Co.,
Agents. Cane ground at the Honokaa mill. Laborers, 74.

Honokaa: J. Marsden, Planter; F. A. Sr-haefer &Co., Agents.
Cane ground at Honokaa mill. Laborers, 18.

Kukuihaele: W. H Purvis & Co., Planters; F. A. Schaefer &
Co., Agents; C. D. Miller, Bookkeeper; ,T. Melanphy, Head
Overseer. Cane ground at the Pacific Sugar Mill. Laborers,
205. -'jtJ

Kukuihaele; .J. M. Horner & SOllS, Planters; William Hor-
ner, Manager; F. A. Schaefer & Co., Agents. Cane ground at
the Pacific Sugar MHl. Laborers, 205.

Kukuihaele: Pacific Sugar Mlll; C. von Mengersen, Man
ager i F. A. Schaefer & Co., Agents; S. Jatho, Engineer; H.
Schultz, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 50.

Hawi: .John Hinds, Manager; rr. H. Davies & Co. Agents;
Wm. McKim, Head Overseer; Chas. Kempster, Bookkeeper;
Robert 'ralentine, Engineer. Laborers, 180.

Beecroft Plantation Company: H. l~. Bryant, Manager.
Cane ground at the Hawi mill. LaboreTs~ 78.

Union Mill: .Tames Renton, Manager; T. H. Davies & Co.,
Agents; H. H. Renton, Assistant Manager and Bookkeepel'.
Laborers, 78.
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Puehuehu Plal'ltation Company: l(ynnersley Brothers
Planters; Robert Wallace, Manager; ''1'. H. Davies & Co.,
Agents. Cane ground at the Union. mill. Laborers, 98.

Star Mill: J. Hind, Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co., Agents;
G. H. Willia~s, Assistant Manager; E. C. Bo,n.~, Bookkeeper;
J. Leech, Engll1eer; Moses Kennedy, Sugar BOller. Laborers,
106.

Wong Kawa, Planter: Calle ground at Union mill. Labor-
ers, 40.

'Kohala: C. A. Chapin, Manager; Cn-stle & Cooke, Agents;
A. R. Laws, Bookkeeper; W. P. McDougall, Head Overseer; J.
F. Colay, Assistant Overseer; J. N. Blaisdell, Sugar Boiler; C.
F. Phelps, Engineer. Laborers, 388. ' .

Halawa Sugar Company: C. B. Wells, Manager; C.. Brewer
& Co., Agents; C. J. Falk, Bookkeeper; H. Streubeck, Engineer;
H. M. Alexander, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 132.

Makapala: R. Hall, Manager; M. S. GI;inbaum & Co., Agents.
Laborers, 24.

Akina & Aseu, Planters: C:;tne· ground at the Niulii mill.
La;borers, 88.

Niulii: Robert Hall, Manager; T. H. Davies &Co., Agents;
Emil Bader, Head Overseer; T. H. Mossman, Bookkeeper; Peter
Born, Engineer; G. E. Bryant, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 144.

Hilea Sugar Co.:' R. Center, Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; E. E. Robbins, Head Overseer; I. H. Patten, Book-"
keeper; J. Turnbull, Sugar Boiler; Frank H,ichards, Engineer.
Laborers, 195.

Naalehu and Ronuapo Plantations: R. Center, Manager;
W. G. Irwin & Co., Agents; J. Dow, Head Overseer; G. C. Hew
ett, Engineer; Sam. Center, Sugar Boiler; Charles Binning,
Bookl{eeper. Laboi"ers, 497.

Pahala: D. Foster, Manager; C. Brewer & Co., Agents; E.
W. Fuller, Head Overseer; H. Zeigler. Bookkeeper; J. G. Myh
reI', Engineer; E. McDade, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 320.

ISLAND OF MAUI.

Waikapu: W. H. Cornwell, Manager; VV. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; E. B. Friel, Bookkeeper; E. A. Morris, Sugar Boiler;
Joe Crockett, Head Overseer. L<'1borers, 165.

Wailuku: H. D.Wl:dbridge, Manager: C. Brewer & Co.,
Agents; H. H. Plemer, Head Overseer; H. B. vVentworth, En
gineer; A. Barnes, Bookkeeper; W. A. Bailey, Sugar Boiler.
Laborers, 213.

Hamakuapoko: H. P. Baldwin, Manager; Castle &, Cooke,
Agents; A. Lenden, Head Oven.;eer; Warren Goodale, Book
keeper; J. Cowan, Engineer; R. '1'. Wilbur, Sugar Boiler; G.
GiIhus, Clerk. Laborers, 456.

East Maui, (Kaillanui): W. von Graevcrmcyer, Overseer.'
Cane ground at the HalIlalwapoko mill. Laborers, 52,
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Paia,: J. W. Colville, Mana,ger; Castle & Cooke, Agents; L.
F. Carleton, Head Overseer; H. Laws, Bookkeeper; F. S. Arm·
strong, Sugar Boiler; Thomas Camphell, Engineer. Laborers,
483. .

SpreckelRville: H. Morrison, Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; W. G. Walker, Head Overseer; Phil. Mandt, Cashier;
Geo. Ross, Bookkeeper; J. H. Stelling, Assista,nt Bookkeeper;
F. Moore, Engineer; H. Antonsen, 8ugar Boiler. Laborers,
1,298. ' .

Grove Ranch: W. J. Lowrie, Manager; J. A. Palmer, Book·
keeper and Overseer.

Waihee: P. ~orton Makee, Manager; C. Brewer & Co.,
Agents; Geo. C. Potter, Head Overseer and Bookkeeper. La-
borers, 189.

Huelo: Wm. Turner, Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co., Agents;
W m. P. Fennell, Buokkeeper; J. K. Smith, Engineer; J. A.
Rodney, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 221. .

Oluvvalu: Aug. Haneberg, Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; W. Fecola, Head Overseer ;F. Earnest Hartman. Book
keeper; W. Heine, Engineer and Sugar Boiler.. Laborers, 155.

W. Y. Horner &. 80,ns, Planters: H. Hacldeld & Co., A~~!1tR ;"/
W. Y. Horner. Manager; C. F. Horner, Head Overseer: vv. Y.
Horner Jr., Bookkeeper. Cane ground at the Pioneer mill
Laborers, 280.

~ Pioneer Mill: F. S. Dunn, Manager; W. Ebeling, Sugar
Boiler; C. Hasse, Bookkeeper. Laborers, 66.

H"Lll:1,: David Center, Manager; M. S. Grinbaum & Co.,
Agents; P. McLane, I-lead Overseer; J. F. McKenzie, Book
keeper; John NeaL Engineer; J. M. Davidson, Sugar Boiler.
Laborers, 348.

Heciprocity: P. M. Rooney, lVIalmger; vV. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; Di1n Quill, Head Overseer; A. Irvine, Bookkeeper;
C. Ahm, Sugi1r Boiler; Thomas P. Lowther, Engineer.
Laborers, 271.

Munlea: P. M. Rooney, Manager. Cane ground at the Reci- '"
procity mill. La.borers, 27.

Kipahulu: Osea,r Unna, Manager; H. Hackfeld & Co.,
Agents; W. von Vtfel, Bookkeeper; A. G.unning, Head Over
seer; E. Baskerville, Engineer; J.:YI. Davidson, 8ngar Boiler.
'l'here are no laborers under contract on this plantation. La-
borers, 174.

ISLAND OF OAHU.

Waianae: A. Ahrens, Ma.nager; H. A. Wedemann, Agents; .
Wm. Al'l1emann. Head Overseer; Carl Arnemann, Sugar Boiler;
A. K. Hapai, Bookkeeper; John Wright, Engineer. Laborers,
302.

L~Lie: William King, Manager; J. T. WaterhOLlse, Agent.
rrhere are no contract laborers on this plantation. Laborers, SO.
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Waialua.: R. Halstead, Manager; Ca!:ltle & Cooke, Agents;
E. Halstead, Head Overseer; P. Halstead, Sugar Boiler; A.
Hastings, Engineer. Laborers, 202.

Makaha: A. Ahrens, Manager. Cane ground at the Waia-
nae mill. Laborers, 40. .

Kaneohe: M. Hose, Manager. Cane ground at the Heeia
mill. Laborers, 84.

Waimanalo: John A. Cummins, Manager; C. Bolte, Agent;
James Merseberg, Bookkeeper; W. H. Pond, Engineer; J. O.
Dowda, Sugar Boiler; Moses Hiram, Engine Driver. There
are no laborers under contract on this plantation. Laborers,
458.

Heeia: Geo. R. Ewart, Manager; M. S. Grinbaum & Co.,
Agents; G. W. \Villiams, Head Overseer; H. C. Ov€nJen, Book
keeper; W. McGowan, Sugar Boiler; F. Scott, Engineer. La-
borers, 191.

ISLAND OF KAUAI.

Kekaha: Otto Isenberg, Manager; H. Hac1deld & Co.,
Agents; F. W. Glade, Head Overseer eW([ Uookkeeper ; C. Bosse,
Engineer. :baborers, 150.

Kekaha: :Meyer & Kruse, Planters. Cane ground at the
Kekaha milL Letborers, 206.

Mana: H. P. Faye & Co., Planters; H. HacHeld & Co.,
,Agents. Cane ground at the KelmhcL mill. La,borers, 74. .

Princeville: C. Koelling, MaucLger ; C. Brewer & Co., Agents;
J. C. Long, Head Overseer; C. Tuch, Sugar Boile 1'; M. Hopfe,
Engineer. Laborer8, 145.

Waimea: W. D. Schmidt, Manager; H. Hackfeld & Co..
Agent8; John Fassoth, Engineer; J. Rahe, Sugar Boiler. La-
borers, 112.

Eleele: A. Dreier, Manager; F. A. Schaefer & Co., Agents;
H. Dorlmu.nd, Head Overseer; J. Thompson, Engineer; H.
Weber, Sugar Boiler; R Poppe, Bookkeeper. Laborers, H15.

Koloa,: Anton Crop, ManiLger; E. Haddelcl & Co., Agents;
J...ouis Kahibaulll, Beall. Over8eer; l\i. H,ichter, Bookkeeper; G.
Goodacre, Sugar Boiler; F. Loella, Engineer. Laborers, 416.

Grove Farm: George N.Wilcox, Owner; Louis Ahlborn,
Me"Lnager. Cane ground at the Lihue mill. Employs no con
tract laborers. Laborers, SG.

Lihue; Carl Isenberg, Manager; H. Hackleld & Co., Agents;
C. H. Bishop and W. Grote, Sugar Boilers; J. ·Wilcox and H.
Kellner, Engineers; C. Wolters, Bookkeeper; P. R Isenberg,
Overseer. Laborers, 412.

Hanamaulu: A. S, Wilcox, Manager; H. Hackfeld & Co.,
Agents; H. V'l. H. Purvis, Bookkeeper. Laborers, 221.

Kd[tleit: Z. S, Sp;:tlding, l\bnager and President; C. Brewer
&. Co., Agents; 'William Blai~dell, A~'Sistant Manager; C. N.
Arnold, Mal1ager u,t Kapaa i Wm. Eas::;;ie, Engineer; li', Itei-
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del, Sugar Boiler; W. G. Smith, Timekeeper; R. C. Spalding.
Bookkeeper and Cashier. Laborers, 1,005.

Kilauea: R. A. Macfie Jr., Manager; W. G. Irwin & Co.,
Agents; R. L. Auerback, Bookkeeper; Ed.. Macfie, Engineer;
E. Muller, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 335.

Swift, Garstens & Co., Planters. Cane ground at Kilauea
mill. Laborers, 98.

A. H. Smith & Co., Planters: Jared K Smith, Manager;
Castle & Cooke, Agents. Cane ground at the Koloa mill. La-
borers, 56. '

Kaluahonu Co., Planters: E. E. Conant, Manager; H. Hack-
feld & Co., Agents. Cane ground at the Koloa mill. Laborers,
14.

Makaweli: Gay & Robinson, Planters: .J. T. Waterhouse,
Agent; F. Gay and Aubrey Robinson, Managers. Cane ground
at the Waimea mill. Laborers, 130.

ISLAND OF MOLOKAI.

Kamalo: J. McColgan & Co.: D. McCorriston, Manager;
George Temple, Sugar Boiler. Laborers, 55.

---,.01---

ORANGE AND LEMON CULTURE IN SICILY.

WALLACE S. JONES, u. S. CONSUL, MESSINA.

The Sicily lemon culture is thirty pel' cent more profitable
than orange culture. Lemon trees are more prolific than
orange trees, and the prices for lemons are always higher than
for oranges. The province of Palermo is the great orange dis
trict of Sicily. Throughout the province of Messina the orange
was exterminated in 1865-75 by the "gum," and the lemo11,
budded on the wild orange has taken its place. To defy the
ravages of the" gum" the bud must be put in the wild orange
stock at least three feet from the ground.

THE ORANGE.

The bulk of the oranges shipped from Messina comes fro111
the province of Reggio, on the mainland. In Ca,labria they be
gin gathering the orange in October. '1'his fruit is hard <:Lnd
sour and of a whitish appearance, and is shipped to England.
Shipments of oranges to the Unitec1 States begin in December.
They begin gathering oranges in Sicily in November-if we
except small shipments to London of unripe and undersized
oranges from Milazzo, thirty miles to the northwest of Messina.
'rhis poor fruit is quoted at about seventy cents a box in Octo
bel'; deducting twenty cents for cost of box, leaves fifty cents
for the fruit and handling. '1'hese oranges are bought by con
fectioners. The climate of Southern Italy being warmer in
summer than th4-t of Sicily (Sicily, surrounded by the deep
waters of the MeQitl?rr~nean,is cooler in sUUlUler and warmer
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'rota!. Sl.09
A few £1nns export fruit to the United States on joint account.

Fruit is generally shipped on consignment. Consignee's com
missions and auction fees are six pel' cent.

Years ago oranges were preserved in sand for from four to
:five months, merely for family use. 'rhis practice no longer
IJrevails; it would not pay on a large scale, such enormous
warehouses would be required, and so great would be the ex
pense of handling the fruit. Preserving oranges in bran ha,s
been tried; it proved too heating. I have heard of a successful
shipment of Ol:i1nges packed in beech sawdust. 'rhe vessel car-

in winter than the province of B.eggio), and the oranges being
{5'enerally grown on a light, sandy soil, accounts for this matur
mg earlier in Calabria. As just stated, the first gathering of
oranges in Sicily occurs in November, but most of the crop is
gathered in December and January. rrhe Sicilian grower pre
fers running the risk of damage ·by frost (but two crops have
been injured by cold during the last twenty years) to gathering
his fruit (oranges) when it is still too immature. Sicily oranges,
which are, of 'course not fully ripe when gathered, keep well
for forty days. Frequently the fruit when gathered, is allowed
to sweat in the groves from two to three days--piled on the
ground and eovered over with tarpaulins. It is then wrapped.
in tissue paper, boxed up and sent to the city. Fruit is also
sent directly from the grove, ill hulk, as it is gathered. All
fruit, upon r~aching the exporters' warehouses, is carefully in
spectedand selected, wrapped in fresh tissue paper andre
packed. Exporters ship their oranges as soon as packed.

COST OF PACKING-SHIPMENT.

DUi'ing the shipping season large firms in Messina employ as
many as 300 women and girls, paying them from twenty to
twenty-five cents a day, nine hours work. The women select
and wrap up the fruit. Men are employed to pack the fruit
and handle the boxes. They get from forty to fifty cents a day.
The stevedores handle the fruit with great care. The steamers
give all possible ventilation to the fruit during the voyage.
.Fruit possessing the greatest keeping qualities is sent in sail
ing vessels to the United States. 'l'be duties paid on oranges
and lemons entering the United States, are: On oranges, per
box, twenty-five cents; on lemons, per box, thirty-five cents.

Exporters frequently buy the fruit on the trees. Below is
given the cost of preparing and shipping a box of oranges or
lemons:

Cutting, selecting and packing in grove $ .15
Box, paper, nails, hooping... .30
Transpol'tation to Messina (average)......... .20
Fl'eight pel' box by steamer to Kew york..... .30
Repacking, shipping charges, rent, brokerage. .14
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rying the cargo left Messina in Decembel' and reached St.
Petersburg in May. Spanb;h grapes packed in cork-tree saw
dust keep from September to March. Preserving oranges by
the fumes of sulphur has never been attempted here, lest the
fumes might canse the fruit to dry up.

The maturing of oranges and lemons is affected by the alti-
tude, latitude, excessive he1Lt in certa,in 10caHties, irregular
rainf1111 and the nature of the soil.

Sicily is mountainous in character and is agronomically di
vided into three zones-(l) Marine zone, in which fruit ripens
earliest; (2) Middle zone, extending from 1,500 to 3,000 feet
above sea level; (3) Mountain zone, where the temperature is
too low and the climate too damp for citrus culture.

The soil has a great influence upon the maturing and keep
ing qualities of the citri. The fruit ripens earJier on light,
sandy soil than on clay soil. Fruit grown on light, sandy soil
cannot be left long on the trees without deteriorating in qual
ity,-becoming dry and spongy,-whereas on stiff clay it" can
remain with impunity until the end of April. The latest fruit
to ripen is th<'1t produced on the upper limit of the middle zone
(the trees growing on stiff clay soil), which CUll remain on the
trees until the end of June, without drying up or its skin be
coming h""Lrd and spongy. It must, however, be gathered in
July, for should it be left longer on the trees it would injure
the new crop.

Fruit grown on a light, sandy soil is small and of a pale yel-
low, and is comparatively short ·keeping. That grown on a
clay soil is larger [wd keeps well, and is of a reddish brown.
'frees on a clay soil resist drouth much better than those on
sandy soil. 'fhe groves to the southwest of the Palermo dis
trict produce much more highly prized fruit than those on the
northwest, the sole difference' between them being their clay
and sandy soils. As in the neighborhood of Palermo, so in
other districts of the province, even where the climatic differ-
ences are great.

Fruit in Sicily is known 11S "mountain" fruit and" sea-coast"
fruit. Merchants further classify the fruit according to the
soil on which it grows. Fruit grown on clay soil brings thirty
per cent more than fruit produced on a sandy soil. Mountain
fruit is firmer and keeps better. Its superiority is attributed
to the nature of the soil and not to the nature of the climate.
Fruit produced in the plain of Portobello, the soil of which
is clay, brings the same price as that grown on the heights
of Moureale.

The fine, large oranges that bring a high price in Palermo in
summer, are allowed to remain on the trees until the end of
May when they are stored in ~:lUbterranean grottoes. They ~Lre
produced on clay soil abounding in alkalis and well decomposed
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organic matter. In the sides of the mountains, near Palermo,
are many grottoes that are cool and well ventilated, in which
oranges keep nicely during the summer. They are spread two
layers deep upon large mats placed at convenient distances one
above the other. Every day or two' the fruit is turned over
and all the defective oranges are r81'l1oved. This fruit finds a
home market.

'rhe principal orange and lemon groves are on the northern
and eastern coasts. The mountains along these shores rise in
bold headlands from the sea, leaving but a narrow strip of land
-the marine zone, of sandy character-at their base. The soil
of the hillsides-the middle zone-is generally clayey. For
lack of water for irrigation, oranges and lemons are not grown
to any extent on the southern and western shores.

THE LEMON.

The well known variety of lemon called the" Lunare,"
lUl1ar,-or everbearing, produces blossoms and fruit every
month in the year. 'When, however, during the Indian sum
mer, rainy days are succeeded by dry, clear weather, lemon
trees of difi'erent varieties im mediately put on bloom, and if,
owing to the mildness of the season, the fruit sets at the begin
ning of winter, it will come to maturity in midsummer.

Lemons are divided into two classes-the true lemol1 and
the ba,stard lemon.

The true lemon is produced by the April and May blooms.
Tbe bastard by the irregular blooms of February, March, June
and July, which depend upon the rainfall and regular irriga
tion, and the intensity of the heat during the summer and win
ter season.

The true lemon requires nine months to reach maturity,-
from the bloom in May to the mature fruit in January. '1'here
are but three harvests of the true lemon. The November cut,
when the lemon is green in appearance and not fully ri pe ;
lemons of this cut are the most highly prized, they possess re
markable keeping qualities, and are admilably preserved in
boxes in w<uehouses fro111 November until Marcil, and some
times as late as May, and then shipped. 'rhe second cut occurs
in December and January. Lemons of the January cut must
be shipped three weeks after guthering. At this date the
lemon on the trees has acquired a yellow appearance. The
third cut occurs in March and April. This fruit is shipped as
soon as gathered, spring prices being always high. The uni
formity in size of lemons, as we meet them in the trade, is due
to the monthly harvestings from October to March. No sizer
is used or even known here.

Bastard lemons present well characterized peculiarities in
shape and appearance. 'rheir inner skin is fine and adheres
tenaciously to the meat. 'l'hese bastn,rds are Imrd, rich in acid
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and seedless. The bastard lemon. pr0duced from the bloom of
June 1st, is still green the following April, and ripens only to
wards the end ofJuly ; it remains on the tree over a year, and
sells well in summer. Besides the March and J U11e bastards
there ~re yet others that remain on the trees from twelve to
eighteen months. 'rhetrue lemon can be left on the tree until
the end of Mayor fir:3t week in June, but it interferes with the
new crop, drops off from over-maturity and is liable to be at
tacked by insects. The bastards, on the contrary, withstand
bad wea,ther and parasites; they mature from J nne to October.
It is estimated that four times as mauy oranges are lost in the
groves and warehouses as lemons.

ESSENCES.

The method employed in Sicily for extracting essence (essen
tial oil) from the peel of the lemon, the sweet ~Ll1d sour on-111ge
and the bergamot, is as follows:

With three strokes of his sharp knife the cutter peels the
lemon lengthwise and lets the peel fall into a tub under the
chopping block, He then cuts the lemon in two and throws it
from his knife into a, basket. He works with wonderful rapid
ity and fills from ten to twelve tubs with peel a da,y and is paid
five cents n, tub, weighing seventy-seven pounds. His left hcLnd
and right index axe protected with oSLmburgs or leather. De
cayed fruit is not peeled, as its oil cells, being atrophied, yield
"no essence. Fresh peel is soa.ked in water fifteen minutes be
fore the essence is extracted. Peel that has stood a day or two
should rem"tin in sOitk thirty to forty minutes, that it may
swell and" offer a greater resistance when pressed against the
sponge. The operative holds a small sponge in his left hand
against which he presses each piece of peel two or three times,
simple pressure follovved by rotary pressure. '1'he women em
ployed in this work, run a piece of cane through their sponges
to enable them to hold them more firmly. '1'he outside of the
peel is pressed against the sponge, as the oil glands are in the
epi-carp. '1'he crushing of the oil cells libera.tes the essence
therein contained. 'rhe sponge, when saturated with the es
sence, is squeezed into an earthen'ware vessel the operative
holds in his lap. He is expected to press the peel so thoroughly
as not to overlook a single cell. '1'his is ascertained by holding
the pressed peel to the fbme of a candle: should it neither
crackle nor diminish the brilliancy of the flame, the cells are.
empty. This process yields, besides the essence, a small qUl:Ll1

tity of juice and feceiiL (dregs). '1'he sepal'a.tion of the essence,
juice and feccia soon takes place if the vessels are not disturbed;
the oil floats on the juice and the dregs fall to the bottom. 
'1'hese three products derived from the peel 11lwe no aiiinity
with each other. As the essenee rises to the surface it is skim
med oft; bottled and left to settle for a few days. It is then
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drawn off with a glass siphon, into copper cans which are her
metically sealed. .After the essence has been expressed a small
quantity of juif1e is pressed from the peels. which are then
either fed to oxen and goats or thrown on the manure pile and
well rotted, or they would make too heating a fertilizer.

The yield of essence is very variable. rl'his industry is car
ried on five months of the year. Immature fruit contains the
most oil. From November to April, in the province of Mes
sina, 1,000 lemons yield about fourteen ounces of essence and
seventeen gallons of juice. An operative expresses three bas
kets of lemon peel (weighing 190 pounds) a day and is paid
twenty cents a basket. The essence is so valuable the opera
tives are closely watched; they are most ingenious in secreting
it about their persons. Six men work up 8,000 lemons a day
(two cut off the peel while four extract the essence and juice)
and obtain to 136 gallons oflemol1 juice, seven pounds of essence.

In the extraction of essence defective fruit, thorn-pricl{ed,
fruit blown down by the wind or attacked by rust is used. r:I'his
fruit is sold by the "thousand," equivalent to 119 kilos or 260
pounds and thus classified:

1. Mixed lemons as they come from the groves Decembel'
x-- -El-.KMl-llaI'¥-r-.m-~.QCLqua . ot alwa s marketable often

from top branches.
2. Lemons from March bloom.
3. Lemons rejected at the packing-houses.
4. Dropped fruit.
5. Shrivelled or deformed frnit.
Prices do not depend exclusively upon the classification of

the fruit, the locality where it was grown is ta,ken into consid
eration as well. Lemons grown on clay soil yield more essence
and juice than those grown on sandy or rocky soil.

Dealers sotnetimes adulterate their essences with fixed oils,
a.lcohol or turpentine. Adulteration by fixed oils is detected
by pouring a few drops of essence on a sheet of paper and heat
ing it; upon the evaporation of the essence a greasy spot will
remain. Alcohol is detected by pouring a few drops of the
esence into a glass tube in which a small quantity of chloride
of lime has been dissolved; the tube is then heated and well .
shaken, and its contents beinf:1 allowed to settle, the e::;sence
will float on the denser liquid. rfo detect turpentine, pour a
tew drops of essence on writing paper, and a strong smell of
turpentine will remain after the essence has evaporated. rfhe
essence of sour orange mixed with the essence of lemon pro
duces an aroma similar to that of bergamot. rl'be latter is
much used lily confectioners in thworing ice creams, etc..

Equal parts of lemon essence and spirits of turpentine WAll
mixed (mixture known as essenza vestimentale) removes stains
ii."om linen and silk fabrics.



In a bergamot essence establishment at Reggio, on the main-'
land, is to be seen in operation a hand machine for extracting
essential oil. The skin of the unpeelen bergamot is punctured
by a. system of revolving knives, twd then gently pressed. (The,
machine resembles the Little Giant Corn and Cob Crusher). It
should be borne in mind that the bergamot is spherical in
shape; this machine could not be used on the lemon, on ac
count of its (the lemon's) shape. A thermo-pneumatic essence
extractor, worked by steam power, has also been invented, but
the old system is still in general use in 8ieily, on account of
abundant and cheap labor. The method employed for the ex
traction of essential oil from the lemon (as given above)' ap
plies as well to the sweet and sour orange, to the bergamot and
the Mandarin. But a very small quantity of essence of Man
darin is made, and but slight attention is paid to the extract
'ing of essence from the orange flowers. The essence extracted
fro111 the flower of the bergamot is called neroli, and is 'Worth
$35 per pound.-Flol'ida Agl'ir:ulturist.

'--0---

PACIFIC COLD STORAGE AND ICE COMPANY.
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The cold storage and consequent preservation of perishable
articles of consumption, says the Rural Press, has for some
considerCtble time held the serious attention of those most in
terested, and in the Eastern States, as in Europe, many large
establishments have been erected with a view to so desirable
an end. The want of such an undertaking in San Francisco
has now been adequately fiHed by the enterprise of the Pacific
Cold Storage and lee Co., which has fitted up a portion of the
old California, Sugar Refinery and is now prepared to receive a
thousand tOllS or more of produce or merchandise.

A few remarks on the system adopted by the company and a
few hints to intending patrons ll1~LY prove useful to our numer
ous readers.

To reduce the temperature, to keep it when reduced alwa.ys'
the same, and to keep it withal dry, are the three secrets of
successful cold storage, and to attain these results the greatest
care and experience are necessary.

A Linde compressor ice-mall:ing machine produces the tem
perature necessary' to refrigerate the storehouse, which is done
by means of coils of' one-inch iron pipes placed in the ceilings
of the various rooms. 'rhe brine, which has been cooled by
anhydrous'ammonia, passes through three miles of piping, and
is deposited into a. tank at a temperature of eight deg. to ten
deg. above zero.

'1'he insulation of these pipes is so perfect that the variation
in any room will never exceed two degrees. Having reduced
the temperature and insured its immutability, the next thing
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is to preclude as far as practicable the accumulation of moist
ure. Perfect ventilation is'obtained by means of a steam fan
and blower, which can be used in any of the eleven rooms.
Any moisture that may arise from .improperly packed articles,
is taken up in. the shape of frost on the coils of pipe, leavin~
the packages as dryas if expm;ed to the sun.

With all the care taken that is possible, cold storage works
no miracle. If the pacl\ing is carelessly performed, or the ar
ticles too ripe, they are not fit for (',old storage. As they go in,
so they come out, if they are in good condition at entry; but if
the work of decay or disinte~rationhas commenced, the disso
lution will be only temporarily arrested by cold storage and
will be hastened materially when articles in such a condition
are withdrawn. The greatest possible care should be taken in
the packing. When the market is overstocked and fruit, veg
etables, poultry and game may be purchased at very low prices,
they should be sent to the Storage Co. and kept until a changed
state of the market brings the fortunate speculator much
higher prices.

An impression exists in the minds of many persons that
freezing, which is also undertaken by this company, injures the
fla,vor of meat or poultry. This is quite an error, for beef,
mutton, poultry and all kinds of game are, on the contrary,
improved both in sweetness and flavor by this process. When
the freezing is done at a low temperature, the flesh loses none
of its color when thawed, preparatory to being used, and can
not be distinguished from fresh meat.

Fruit growers, especially those who grow small fruit for mar
ket, says a writer in Farm and V illeyard, would dou btless realize
great benefit from any method that would infa,llibly preserve
their fruit in a sound condition for several days after becomin~
ripe and n1tLrketable. .

During the berry season fail' fruit is not unfrequently hawked
about the streets of large cities at ruinously small sums, and
yet perhaps in less than three days the same kind and quality
of berries cannot he had by eousumers for much larger sums,
if at all. Corisumers cannot take advantage of the brief
periods of ahundance and chea,pness to any extent, except for
canning. '1'herefore, fresh fruit for daily table use, by the
la,rgely predominating class of people, is .quite unattainable;
ancJ yet such use-regular daily consumption-is really the
only one from which the highly desirable sanitary benefits can
be fully realized, and to supply which, if once established,
would probably require many times the amounts of such fruits
now marketed. Fortunately there is a sure means of preserv
ing ripe perishable fruits in a sound and fresh condition for
days, and even weeks. It has been demonstrated that cold
storage will accomplish this.
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How to secure the conveniences for cold storage is an imJ

portant question. It is easy enough to say that all that is
required is to place the fruit in an apartment in which the
temperatUl'e is kept invariably as near the freezing point as
possible, yet not quite reach it-about 34 deg, to 35 deg. Fah~
renheit. But how best to secure an apartment adapted to such
use is less easily answered, for the reasun that "circumstances
alter cases," and what would be best for one might be beyond
the reach of others. Those able to erect structures for them
selves can proceed at once to provide cold storage apartments.

Even a wooden cold storage building is somewhat expensive.
It should be large enough to accommodate all the fruit, in
marketable packages, desired to be kept over at anyone time,
and also for an entry or packing-room, of intermediate temper
ature, in which the fruit can be cooled gradually before put
tingit into the cooling room and modified before taking out to
ship, to prevent too sudden extremes of temperature. A cellar
under this room for storing boxes might be of advantage.

A tested and approved form of structure is that of an efficient
two-story ice-house, its outer walls having two spaces for filling
with sa,wdust (or other suitaHe material), the outer one ten
inches wide and the inner eight, with also an inner filled space.
'rhe upper story is the real ice-house-or at least there must be
sufficient room in the upper story to hold enough ice to keep
the room beneath cold, if not for the season's snpply. The
ground floor and walls of the cold room must be impervious to
the passage of air, a,n<1 the floor above slightly descend to a
drainage gntter in the center. Of course, this floor mnst be
well supported to sustain the weight of ice, but the less imper
vious to ail' it is, without letting the melted ice through, the
better. As cold a,ir settles down the warmer air is brought in
contact with the upper floor, and the ice upon it keeps the 'en
tire cold room beneath at near the freezing point. People in
any city may unite and co-operate in erecting (1, cold storage
structure that would accommodate all interested in it; or they
may unite their influence to ind uce some capitalist to provide
cold storage facilities, and make a reasonable charge for stor
age to remunerate him. Probahly the nearer the place of ship
ment the storage-room can conveniently be, the better for the
fruit. A party who 'Stores and deals in ice might reasonably
be expected to furnish cold storage-room to good advantage.-
S. F. .Merchant.

---0---
Henry Clews, the New York banker, tells the following: I

know of ~L sugar refinery bought by a friend of mine for $60,000.
It laid idle for (1, time,but he was asked his figure for it. He said
$120,000. 'rhe money was paid and the properly transferred,
~.\,llrl, do you know, that property was. put into the Trust as
$750,000.-Lou£siana Sugar Bowl..
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SUGAR LAND PLANTATION.

Col.E. H.Cunningham owns the finest sugar estate in Texas
ana one of the finest in the world. Sugar Land Plantation
comprises 8,000 acres of land, 10mLted in the fertile Brazos Val
ley, twenty-five miles west of Houston. Last year 3,000 acres
of land were in cultivation: 1,550·in cane, 700 in sorghum and
the remainder in corn. Two sugar-houses, about one mile
apart are on the place. The main factory is on the railroad,
and was equipped with it large double mill, claritiers, steam
train, vacuum pan, centrifugals, etc. The other house con
tained a double mill only, from which the juice was pumpeu
to the main factory.

'fhe splendid suecess of the Parkinson factory at Fort Scott,
Kansas, in making sugar out of sorghum, attracted the atten
tion and exeited the interest of the Colonel. His land is emi
nently adapted to sorghum culture, and he believed that if he
could keep his sugar-hom~e busy with sorghum from tJ une to
the middle of October, and with cane from the middle of Octo
ber to the end of January, he would find sugar rnaldngmuch
more profitable th<'Ml it is. He thonght also thi}.t if the manu
facture of sorghum suga,r could be introduced ioto Texas it
would develop <.1, great industry in the :::itate.

Tn order to ascertain facts for himself the Colonel visited
Fort Scott, and found that that the reports bad not been ex
aggerated. Sa,tistied with the effect of diffusion on Rorghum,
he visited Magnolia, two 01' three months later. during the gov
ernment experiments, to witness the result of the process when
applied to cane.. He was still further eonviuced of the success
of diffusion, and immediately resolved to adopt the new method.
He sent to foundries in New Orleans a.nd at the north for esti
mates, a,nd to the lowest bidders, EdwCLrds & Hallbtman, was
awarded the contract for building the difl'llsion battery. Mr.
Leon Haubtman showed <.1, very commendable spirit of enter
prise in taking this contra(~t, as he wa::- given only two or three
1.11onths in which to execute it.

Colonel Cunningham had the good fortune to secure the ser~

vices of Prof.1\'[, Swenson to desigu. and build the cutting ap
pa.ratus, and to give a personal' supervision to the diffusion
work..

After making- his arran~el11entsfor the a.pparatus the Colonel
tore down and sold the dOnble mill in the main factory. As
the steam train would not do to boil diluted juice he procured
from Edwards & T-1:.Lubtman il mammoth double effect, with a
daily capacity of 100,000 g:dlons of j nice. He also purchased
from the same firm a low~prl388ul'e vacuum pan, of a capacity
of 20,000 ponnds of sugar at it !':itrike, and put low-pressure coils
in ~\. simila.r pan tha.t he had already, He engaf1;ed Mr. W. W.
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Sutcliffe to build a furnace to burn the ehips, and did all that
was possible to put the .:mgar-house in order for the change of
methods.

But, owing to unavoidable delays in erecting the machinery,
the apparatus was not completed before the beginning'of
August. Then, when a trial was made, the bottoms of the
battery proved of insufficient strength. New bottoms had to
be cast, and it was weeks before they were finished and up in
,place. In the meantime the sorghum crop of 700 acres ripened
and deteriorated past the point of its availability for sugar.
The crop did not prove to be a total loss, as the seed-heads, it
is stated, gathered for forag-e, about paid for the cost of culti
vation.

The machinery was finally got in order, and the work of
diffusing cane began on November 7. The mill in the auxiliary
sug-ar-house had been in operation about two weeks, but after
this date the battery was, continuous in its work, and the mill
was used only at rare intervals, when the field force delivered
more cane than the battery could use.

DESORIPTION OF THE APPARATUS.

The sugar-house is a large brick building without wing-s, and
is of ample size to accommodate under the·one roof the enor
mous amount of machinery necessary to manufactl1l'e into
sugar even a larger crop that of Sugar Land.

Cane is fed to an ordinary earrier from cars on either side,
as at any mill sugar-house where cars are used. But the carrier
travels 44 feet to the minute, or about twiee as fast as the,
uSllal rate of speed. The carrier elevates the cane to a chute
through which it falls into a Ross ensilage cutter. This is ,L
horizontal cylinder, 3 feet long and 15 inehes in diameter) with
eight knives set diagonally on the surface. Here the cane is
cut into bits about one inch long. These are conveyed by a
drag to a chute, through which they fall into the macerators.
'rhe macerators are horizontal eylinders, made out of gun
metal, 3 feet long cLnel 15 inches in diameter. '1'here are nine
adjustable knives running from end to end of the cylinder and
setting at an angle of 45 degrees. 'l'he blades project about
three-sixteenths of an ineh, but can be raised or lowered as
desired. A dead knife is soarrangell that it will hold the ehips
against the kni ves, but will revolve and release any hit of iron
or other obstruction that ma,y get in the feed. The advantctges
of the dead knife were experienced several times during tile
season. On one of my visits an iron fork with a wooden handle,
used for cttrrying off trash, was tbrown on the carrier with the
cane. The ensilage cutter and the macerator left only about
enough of the fork for its identification, but no damage was
done other than ga,pping the knives. 'rhe gaps were ground
out, but even had the knives been ruined it would not have
been a serious matter, as ;they cost only $3 each.
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1'wo macerators in the same frame do the work. The present
tate of speed is about 1,000 revolu'tions a minute, but they were
designed for 1,500, This macerator is one of the many valuable
inventions of Professor Swenson, who is a practical machinist.
He served six years ina machine shop before he went to the
University of Wisconsin, of which he became the professor of
chemistry after graduating at the head of his class.

When I first saw the cutting apparatus I could hardly believe
that it would do the work intended. Ob~ervation, however, has
con vinceel me that it is a perfect success. It is beyond com
parison superior to the German cutter used at Magnolia, and
will doubtlEsS be erected wherever diffusion may be adopted,
in this country at least. No pieces of cane too large to diffuse
come out of the macerators. '1'he chips range in size from
coarse sawdust up to bits of the diameter of a slate pencil, and
diffuse equally as well as those cut with the grooved knife at
Magnolia. And the first named would, no doubt, be taken
better by a mill, when a mill 'is used to prepare the chips for
fuel.

As well as I could judge by the number of cells filled during
one of my visits the nmcerators were cutting not less than fif
teen tons of cane an hour. '1'he1'e is no dehL}' in sharpening
knives, as there are extra cylinders with knives already sharp
ened, and a change of cylinders is made every twenty-four
hours.

'1'he chips are elevated by ~L carrier to another drag, which
runs in a horizontal trough, above the double-line diffusion
battery. A hole cut in the bottom of the trough, on a line
with each pair of cells, and two light iron spouts, that can be
slided from of\e end of the line to the other, constitute the
simple means of filling the cells. When one cell is full a
sliding gate covers the hole in the trough, and the spout is
removed to another cell. This filling arrangement works very
well, except that there is some labor in sweeping up chips
spilled by the drag. '1'his defed can and should be remedied.

The diffusion battery eonsists of 16 cells, set in a double line.
Each cell is a cylinder, 13 feet long and 4 feet inside diameter,
made ofl inch steel, with cast-iron heads and hottGms. The
method of opening and closing the doors or bottoms of the
cells is much snperior to that in use at :lvIagnolia. 'rho open
ing and elosing is attended to from above by the man who
operates the battery. The movement is controlled by hydraulic
pressure, a column of water 75 feet high furnishing a pressure
of 300 pounds to the square inch. Valves connected with the
hydraulic machine regulate the speed of the openinO" and
closing of the door. 'J'he door swings on a hinge, and w11en it
is shut and secured a hydraulic joint makes it as tight as a
bottle, Eaeh cell, without packing, holds by actun,l weight two
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tons of chips. The record of the battery man shows 35 cells in
6 hours-about 280 tons of cai1e a. day.

~rhe cane at Sugar Land was not weighed. 1'he chips con
tained in a cell were weighed from time to time, and the
weight found every time to be about two tons. While this
might be sufficient information for practical working, it would
hardly give asatisfactory basis in estimating the yield pel' ton,
or for other data that might be expected in this pamphlet.
But even had the cane been weighed it would be impossible to
make any reliable statement of its yield by diffusion, as the
auxiliary mill on the adjoining place was run from time to
~il!le) and the juice pumped into the clarifiers with the diffusion
JUIce.

But there is one salient fact that ste1nds out without the ne'ed
of c.:1l1e weights and chemical analysis. '1'he crop this year,
although not yet finished, with less than 5 per t:ent. increase in
acreage, has turned out 25 per cent. more sugar theLll la::;t year's
crop did. It is this fact that enables Colonel Ounningham to
delare without any qualification, as he did to me: .. Diffusion
is a grand success."

'1'he delay in harvesting the crop was due to the exceptionally
bad weather that has prevailed in Texas this winter, rendering
the fields boggy and the roads impassable. A large porticHl of
the crop would have been lost but for seven miles of portable
railwe1Y and 300 cars, which the Colonel has. The a~reage
gl:ound will be a,hout 1,4-00 acres. The sugar product on Feb. 4
amounted to over 4,000,000 pounds weighed out, besides third
sugars in the hot-room and 100 acres of cane in the field.
Harvest is now about over, but it will be impossible to give the
exact figures of the crop until the 'wagon sugd'h are all dried
out.

'While I do not propose to consider in this pamphlet that
branch of the sugar industry, it is well to add that Colonel
Cunningham intends to plant a large 'sorghum crop this spring,
and the diffusion of sorghum next summer will be of exeeeding
interest. Sorghum diffusion in Kansas paved the way for cane
diffusion in Lousirma. It is hoped that these kindred indus
tries, forming already a natural alliance between the 'West and
South, may, under the leadership of the enterprisinl2: and gifted
Colonel Ounningham, be happily united at Sugar Land plantcL
tion.-J. B. JVilkinson's ;'DUfusioit in Louisiana and 'l'exas."

---u---

The Sugar Trust is attracting attention abroad. Extracts
from American papers are printed, Bnd editorial comments on
them. The Barbados ··Agricultural Gazette, in the course of ~L
long article, says: " We hope tho short-sighted Americans will
not put their heads into the yoke."

---.--- --.-"-._.
'__'~'.c ...•• ,......._R_.. __ .



The following extract from an address delivered before the
Mississippi A. and M. College, by B. W. Stone, will be of in
terest to many of our readers:

"·While Bermu,da is now considered by most men a blessing
to the country, it was formerly a gi'eat curse. In some in
stances now it may be considered a curse, for when it gets a
footing 'Upon a farm, the owner has to exert hiIIlself to no
little extent to raise a respectable crop ·where it is growing.
Formerly the opinion of most of our farmers was, that when a
piece of land hi:.td a sad of Bermuda on it, it was utterly im
possible to cultivate a crop, therefore they considered it to be
of but little value.

".Bermuda grass, when planted on good land, and when the
proper i:.tttelltion is paid to it, yields as great a quantity of hay
as one could expect of any grass. Although it will not grow
tall enough for hay on poor land, it will grow tall enough to
serve for good pasturage. On common meadow it yields from
three to four tons of hay to the acre. Mr. J. C. Rand, a gen
tleman who has i:.1, hay farm but a few miles from this place,
has a Bermuda meadow from which he cut last season seven
and one-half tons per acre. By the aid of a little nitrate of
soda, Dr. Ravenel, on a meadow of his, obtained as high as ten
tons per acre.

" After we see that this grass is so valuable, we next want to
find out something of its propagation. Some men who have
given this subject considerahle investigation say that it has no
seed; but others who have given it more attention, and who
have investigated it more closely, say it has seed. Bermuda.
seeel is very sma']l, and is very scarce, and to attempt to find
one would be like seeking 'a needle in a hay-stack.' So we
see it, would be entirely too expensive to obtain a Bermuda
meadow from the seed. Hence we have no means within our
country of propagating it, except from cuttings of the under
stems, and from the superficial TUnnel'S. rThese mi:.ty be pre,·
pared by taking up the ~od of any convenient size with a spade
01' some conVeni811t tool, cntting the sad into pieces about two
inches square; after vvhich the pieces should be placed about
two feet apart each wayan prepared land. With a few plow
ings the land will soon be occupied with the grass. Another
method of distributing the roots or runners is to wash them,
and place them in a cutting box. rnle pieces are then scattered
over the land and plowed in. In either case, after plantingt

passing a roller over the ground will benefit it.
"Often a farmer wants to culti vate a certain piece of ground

which is thoroughly set with Bermuda grass. It is then that
the methods of destroying are in demand. The following
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methods are the best :-1. Keep stock 'from it, and leave it
alone; weeds, broom-gmss and briers in a few years will
destroy it. 2. Turn the sod upside down during the dryest
da,ys of midsummer; after a few days'drying, run a, harrow
over it in every direction, most of the dirt will be shaken from
the roots, and they can be easily collected in .piles and burned
or hauled away to set out other lands if such is desired. The
third method is to turn up the sod with two inches of earth in
winter. ':[1he freezes wilf kill most of the roots; then in the
spring the land can be bedded for cotton. Lespedeza will also
kill it, if stock is kept from it.

"When a person wishes to get rid of Bermuda, and does not
undertake it with the proper method, he will find it quite ex
pensive; but a farmer to deal with it by one of the methods
just described, and then plant the land in some small grain, so
as to shade the land as much as possible, he will succeed in
getting rid of it, for Bermuda grass will not grow enough to do
any harm when shaded.

" Next to be considered is its qualities. By chemical ex
amination it is found to contain more nutritive matter than
blue grass. Now we all know that blue grass is considered by
all to be one of the finest grasses; hence, since it yields so
bountifully, and contains so much nutriment, it is very valu
able for hay, grass, pasturage and other purposes. When this
grass is used as lawn grass, it does not grow ta,ll, is not coarse,
rough grass, grows uniform, and is very beautiful.

"'rhese are its summer qualities, 'while in the winter its roots
are so numerous that it will serye as a walk or carpet all
winter without nllowing your feet to become soiled.

"For holding sandy lands and ditvh banks. and for filling
up gullies, this grass has no equal. And there is not a levee
on the banks of the Mississippi which could resist for an hour
the pressure of the fearful flood but for this grass.

" As a permanent pasture grass there is no other that is as
valuable as this. '1'0 get the best results from a Bermuda pas
ture, it is important to graze enough stock on it so as to keep
it tender for cattle, horses, sheep, etc. In the summer time
the roots of this grafls become very sweet, and it also makes a
splendid pasture for hogs.

" As a fertilizer it is one of the best. Being always moist,
and when the growth is vigorous, studded with clew-drops
underneath throughout the d'l'yest, hottest days; even its
densely tangled and packed masses seem to keep the carpeted
earth cool and moist in hot weather. Hence the continuous ab
sorption, condensation and storage of plant food from the
atmosphere in the roots and subjacent soil will make any of
our worn-ant Southern fields again produetive."-li'lorida Agri
cllltm·ist.
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[Extracts from a Report of Dr. W. C. Stubbs.]
rrhe experiments in sugarcane have been of a three·fold

clumtCter-field, laboratory, and sugar-house. In the field the
following have engaged our attention: Germination questions,
physiological questionl:l, varieties of cane, and manurial require
ments. .Full results of all of these experiments are now ready
for the printer, and will soon appear al:l Bulletin No. 20.

Through the kind offices of Commissioner Colman, aided by
the generous co-operation of Hon. 'rhos. F. Bayard, Secretary
of State, this station has received about seventy-five varieties
of foreign sugarcane. Of these, forty-eight have been success
fully propagated, and are now growing upon the station.

In the laboratory and sugar-house much of our best energies
have been spent. Through the liberality of our State Bureau
of Agriculture and of Commissioner Norman J. Colman, we
were enabled to erect a complete diffusion plant with a ver
tical double effect. By means of this plant, extensive investi
gations were made as to the requi!'iite of good extraction, time,
temperature and fineness of chips, the economical dilution of
juice, the agents and methods of clarification, and the quality
and quantity of sugar per ton.

Calcic clarification in the cells, performed at the right tem
pera,tnre, gives a juice which can easily be worked into the
purest sugUTS. By drawing from the third cell from the last,
the heat was found there sufficiently high to produce the
desired clarification. The simplicity, the freedom from loss
and inversion and the economy of this process are its great
attractions, and force the prediction that it will be the uni
versal process of clarification in the future.

From 200 to 251 Ibs. of sugar to the ton of cane have been
made daily since October 1st, working upon canes containing
from 11.5 to 14 per cent. sugar. '1'he quantity of water left in
the chips and the amount removed by single and double pas
sage through a three-roller mill has been seve'ml times deter
mined, as well as this practical question of burning them after
passage through the mill. '1'he application of diffusion to
standing frosted cane, llmtelas cane, and to windrowed cane
was satisfactorily tested with most favorable results. Early in
December, about four tons of cane were cut up in the Hoss
cutter and carefully ensilaged, using every effort to secure per
fect exclusion of ail'. It was taken out on January li:lth, and,
to our great dis<Lppointment, was so badly acetified as to pre
clude the possibility of making sugar of it. The chips were
white and sound in appearance, and only by appealing to the
senses of smell and taste could the acetous fermenta,tion be
deteeted. They vvere diffused, but the juice was found l!learly

PROGRESS OF SUGAR MAND]?ACTUBE IN
LOUISIANA.
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devoid of sugar, and very viscous and cloudy. It had to be
thrown a,way. The importance of this question to- the future
central factory can hardly be estimated, and this one experi
ment must not be taken as a final decision.

The results of our experiments, the past season, suggests the
central factory of the future, located everywhere throughout
Louisiana, fed by cane anel sor~hum, cut and loaded by maO.
chinery in the field, topped and cleaned in the sugar-house,
diffused and clarified in the cell, concentrated in a multiple
effect, and ~ranulated in a vacuum pan by exhaust steam.
The dried leaves and tops, together with the upper white joints,
can be burned with the expressed chips in an improved Godel
lot furnace, and perhaps supply all the needed fuel. Such a
factorY combines the maximum of economy with the minimum
of loss, the largest results at the least cost.

The year just closed is believed to mark an epoch in the cane
sugar industry of this State. Never before in our history has
such an intense interest been awakened in the economy of
sugar-making. The success of the diffusion process in extract
ing the juice from the cane, the excellent work accomplished
by evaporation in vacuo, the saving of the scnms (mel settlings
hitherto thrown away by the filter presses; yea more, the
presence of scientific aid in the sugar-house, discovering losses
hitherto unsuspected, point unmistakably to 200 to 250 Ibs. of
sugar to the ton of cane as the future .yield of Louisiana. 'ro
reasonably doubt this is no longer permitted us, the inexorable
logic of fcLets having convinced our most obdurate skeptics.
The open kettle must go; the clarifier and settling tanks ITI ust
be dispensed with; the open evaporators must be supplanted
by double, triple and multiple effects) and the ponderous five
roller mills be marie to squeeze the water from the diffused
chips, rather than the juice from the cane.

Of olel things all arc ovcr old;
Of good things nonc arc good cllough,
'\Ve'll show that we can help t.o frame

A world of othcl' stuff:

The central factory, with all these foreshadowed improve
ments, is surely coming, and the prophetic finger of the history of
this checkflred industry points to it as the climax of its achieve
ments. When that day comes--when the sugar industry shall
he over all its present obstacles, victorious; when the shrill
blast of the central factory, starting at Lalw Charles, shall roll
across the Southwestern prairies, reverberate along the banks
of our lower bayous, echo and re-echo 011 both sides of the
Father of Waters, and with majestic swell ascend the Red, the
'rensas, the Black and the Ouachita, and ring out in clear,
crispy tones upon the frosty ail' of the valleys and hills of N or1;h
Louisiana, calling all Louisiana on watch, then will be realized
the dream, the mad ambition, the a.lllll'ing hopes of the present
Director of the Sugar Experiment Station.-Sugar Bowl.

---------_._-----------------_.._----
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NEW CANE DISEASE.

} The manager of the Colonial Sugar Company, Sydney, having
learnt from Dr. Kottman, who hai:! just returned from a trip to
Java, that a new disease called ,. sereh" is devastating the
cane-fields ill that island, and the company being advised by
Dr. Kottmann to do all in their power to prevent the imp·orta.
tioll of JaV~1 cane to Australia on account of the disease being
infectious, have entered into correspondence with their repre.,.
sentative in Brisbane with a view to preventing any more of
this cane being imported., The Colonial Sugar Company con~

sider the danger so great that they have destroyed 'a number
of cuttings which they had recent.ly obtained at some expense.
'l'hese cuttings were a new variety which was introduced into
Java from Borneu in 1887, and planted in a district free from
disease. The mam~ger of the company has wired to Mackay to
stop any possible importation to that di8trict, as he had heard
that MaCkay planters were thinking of getting canes from
Java. The matter having been brought under the notice of
the 1\1 inister for Lands, he issued instrnctions to the Depart
ment of Agriculture to eommunicate with the members of the
Planters' Association in lVlaryborol1gb, Bunclaberg, and Maekay
desiring their opinion on tbi:-:; mutter, and asking whether they
recommended that all importations from Java be stopped for
the present. The Under-::Jecretary for Agricultl1l'e has already
done so, but has not yet received auy reply.

Dr. Kottman says the cane disease called "sereh" is con
sidered infectiol1~ by a large lllHjority of lllen in Java compe
tent to form an opinion on the subject. It ,vas first discovered
some ten years ago in tho Cheri bon variety (Java), and calles
in that colony-chieHy ill tho vVestorn sugar-growing district;
then it spread to the neighboring distI'iets of 'L'egal a.nd Peka
lonjan, and it has ravaged the districts of Solo and DjeojiJ, in
Middle Java. Eastern .Juva. is as yet free from the scourge,
but it is impossible to' tell where there also the plantations
are not already infected with germs of this disease. Some
mills bave lost half their crops by it, and the crops in the
districts of Solo and Djeoja were last season reduced by about
30 pel' cent. all ronnel. These figures are extremely high in a
country where formerly good crops were invariahly obtained,
'rhe nature of the disease is not known yet, and groat differ
ences of opinion prevail reg,Lrding it. 'rhe cane plant, ,vhen
attacked, grows more leaves than cane, and what stalks there
are have many roots and side shoots, while the cane rapidly
becomes over-ripe, and the ratoon crops suffer greatly in c()n~

.1 sequence. '1'0 remedy the evil the plttnter.s in tho infested
districts procure plants ii'om the unaffected dif>tricts or from
Borneo, and the owners of some mills capable of turning out



3,000 tons of sugar in a season now spend £3,000 or £4,000
yearly in obtaining fresh plants, and no eharge is made for the
transport of these plants on the Government railways.

'The following is an extract from Dr, Kottman's letter to the
Colonial Sugar Company on the subject of the new disease in
sugarcane :-" I have sent you from 'rhursday Island the fol
lowing telegram, under date 3d November, 1888: 'Strongly
advisable to destroy cane plants received from Krause, -Bat<:Lvia,
as sereh disease is probably infectious. Am going to Goondi.'
Although Mr. Krause has prudently procured the plants from
the mill Kalibagar, situated in a district which is yet totally
free from sereh, .I had to consider it my duty to warn against
planting them. In the districts which suffer from sereh this
disease is believed to be infectious, and after what I have heard
and seen I am very much inclined to be of the same opinion.
Dr. Kruger, of the trial station, Kagok, says that he and Dr.
Soltwedel have never been in doubt about this point, and an
inst<:Lnce how practical men dread this disease may be the fol
lowing: Mr. Van Soest is the only owner of the above mill,
Kalibagor, which he took partly ovel; when sugar-mills were
set down at a higher figure than nowadays. This mill, how
ever, producing the highest. qua,lltity of sugar in Java per acre,
namely, 5¥ tons on an average, makes enormous profits, which
this year for a production of 4,000 tons high-dass sugar, will
be about £18,000 or £4 lOs. per ton sugar when not calculating
the interest on the value of the mill and on the working
capital. Mr. Van Soest, when speaking frankly on his situa
tion, said that he now needed only one or two years more of
similar success and his position would be fully secured and in
dependent. I replied that, considering the wonderful results
of the last year, there was scarcely any reason to fear the con
tra.ry. He then replied that the sereh might yet get into his
ca.ne.. 'rhus a sugar-grower far oft' all infected districts, who
h~ts yet the soundest cane, and who in fact is visited from all
parts of J~tVa for the renown his successes in the cultiva.tion
ha.ve gained in this island, even he does not feel himself quite
secure against the sereh. My opinion on thA position of Aus
trnJia as regards this matter is in short this-that with the
view of securing the colonies against the disease, prohibitory
measures should be taken by the varions Go-vernments against
the importation from Java, of any cane-stalks or plants or
other matter to which the disease might cling, until such time
as the disease ha.s either clisa.ppeared or is proved not to he in~

fectious. 'rhe a.c1vantage of h~Lving cane from ,Java. tried ,vhen
comparing varieties from different sugar-growing conntries is,
I think, very s111a.11, as compared \vith the risk which, under
the present circn111stances, is possibly connected with the im~

pCJrtation of cane fron~ Jav~."-queel(slandel',
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